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Ju April 1948 

SUBJ~C f : Report of Conference on Potnmolocy Invcstif'ations 

T0 : The Presid,.:;nt 
Nississippi River Conunission 
Corps of Engineers 
Vick3burg , Miss . 

1 . In accordance Y.:ith rc:ouest cont.'lined in e letter to this office 
from the Office of the Presid ~nt , Iviirsissippi River Com:'niEcion , dated 
20 February 194C~ , subject : "PotA.mJlogy Investigr.tion 11 , a confer 0nc12 1tJas 

held at th<:: Experiment Station on 15 Harch 1948 with representA-tives of 
the Iviississippi River Corrunission and the I.viemphis , Vicksburg, end Nt. w 
Orleans District Offices . The purpose of th2 conf·~r..::nce was to acq11alnt 
interested personnel 1t.rith the vJOrk accomplirhed to date and plans for the 
future , and to give the Districts an idea of 1.rhat will be required of 
them in the way of assistance and cooperuti.Jn . 

2 . T'10 se )resent for the conference were as follows : 

a . ~~ississippi River C0m. :issibn and LO,•!er Nississippi Valley 
Division vffice : t'1r . Charles Senour, hr .. Norman rioore , Jl.~r . li • .t;. . Latimer, 
Nr . C. C. Phillips, Nr • ...:. . J . vJilliams, Mr . R . H. Haas , and Hr . 
Fred B. roffaleti . 

}lichaels . 
b . Hemphis District Office : Mr . G. W. Niller and Mr . A. C. 

c . Vicksburg District Office : l\ir . R. vv . Sauer and ~Ir . 
R. K. Stewart . 

d . New Orleans District Office : Mr . Frank C. Carey, 
Mr . Nartin Carbonell and Ivir . hudolf Hert zber~ . 
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SUBJ~Cr : Report of Conference on Potamology Investigations 

e . Waterways Experiment Station: 
Tiffany, Jr ., l-1r . W. J . Turnbull , t-~r . E. P. 
Hr . J. J . Franco , Mr . S. J . Johns0n, Hr . R. 
and Mr. L. M. Duke . 

1 t • Co 1 . R • D • King, Nr • J • B • 
Fortc,on , Jr . llr . G. :::: . Fentd.ck , 
A. Barron , Mr . E. H. Hoodman, 

3 . The following progra~ was followed lll the conference : 

9: 00 A. lvl . - 9 :0 5 A. E . "Purpose of Conference" , by Lt . Col . Ralph D. King, 
C .E., Dir ector, Waterways Experiment St atio l • 

9 :05A .M.- 9 :15 A.H. "Scope of Pro j ect Assigned" , by Mr. Joseph B. 
Tiffany , Jr ., Technical Execut ive Assistant to 
Dir ector . 

9 : 15 A. l'-1 . - 9 : 20 A. E .. "General Organi zat i on for Study", by f·~ . J.!Jugene P. 
Fortson, Jr ., Chief, Hyaraulic s Divi sion . 

9 : 20 A. 'fvl . - 9 : 40 A. I-1 . "River lllieander Study", by Mr. George B. FenvJick, 
Chief, River s and Harbors Branch . 

9 : 40 A • N. - 9 : 55 A • N. Recess . 

9 : 55 A. h . -10 : 25 A.M. "Revetment Investigation" , by Hr . John J . Franco , 
Chief, Potamology Secti on . 

10:25 A. H.-10 : 45 A .~'l • "Soils Considerations", by Ivlr . Willard J. Turnbull , 
Chief, Soils Division. 

10 :45 A. H.-11:00 A.H. Recess. 

ll :OU A.~i.-11 : 15 A. N. "lnstrwnentation", by fir . ~ugene n. ',vood:nan , Chief, 
Ins~rumentation Br anch . 

11:15 A. li .-11 : 30 A. N. "Concluding Remarks ," by Lt . Col . Ralph D. King , 
Director • 

• 

1 : 35 P . h . - 1:55 P .N. Demonstrati'Jn of experimental revetment flume . 

1:55 P ,H. - 2 :10 P . Ivl . Demonstration of under- water placement of hot 
sand - a.sphal t . 

2 :10 P . l'-I . - 2 : 30 P . ~'l . Demonstration of erodibility flumes. 

2 : 30 P .N. - 2 : 45 P . li . Inspection of site for lieid Bedford Ftevetment flwne . 

3 :00 P .h .- 5:0u P . £11 . Di scussions in Conf~rence Ro01:1 . 
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SUBJDCT : Report of Conference on Potamology Investigations 

4. The following is a sununary of the conclusions and general 
opinions resulting from the discussions held during the conference: 

a . The plans for the Potamology Investigations as contained in 
the "Instructions and Outline for Potamology Investipations, 11 dated 
November 1947, and in the"Outline of Plans for the Potarnology Investi
gati ons, 11 dated December 1947, met with general approval without 
recommendation for any materi al changes . 

b . Close liaison should be maintained between the engineers 
from the Divi sion and District Offices who are experienced with work 
on the :Hississippi River and the engineers of the v~aterways Experiment 
Station who are concerned with the investigation . 

c . A careful analysis should be made of the data required 
for the field investigation and a schedule adopted to include only 
surveys of definite value . 

d . I t was considered desirable to obtain results as soon a.s 
possible in order that the maximum benefit might be derived in connection 
with the existing revetment program. It was generally agreed, however, 
that the magnitude and complexity of the investigation and the :1eeu for 
the developmen~ of the necessary model technique for the study would 
probably call for a long- term program. 

e . It was agreed that the Water ways Experiment Station should 
make an estimate of the special surveys and da.ta required from the 
Districts durint:. the next fiscal year , together -vd.th the estimated cost 
of obtaining such data, in order that the necessary funds might be pro
perly allocat ed . 

5. Inclosed herewith is an edited transcription of the talks and 
discussions of the conference . It is probable that there may be some 
minor discrepancies in the text due to recording and transcribing 
difficulties . The principal purpose of this transcription is to include 
as part of the record for future use the thoughts and opinions of 
experienced personnel interested in the problem. 

Incl : 
Transcription of conference 

Copy to : The District Engineers , 
Memphis District 
New Orleans Distri ct 
Vicksburg District 
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Col . King : 

CONF.6R.&\JC~ UIJ POTAHOWGY INVL~~TIGATivr\S 

VvATEh~vi"\YS i-!JCPEltiNENT SThTiuN 

15 f-1arch 1948 

First of all I would like to welcome you to the Experiment Station . 

I thi nk that possi bly i t has been some time since many of you were here, 

and we ' re very glad to have you . I feel particularly flattered to preside 

over such a distinguished assembl y . Before my five minutes run out I 

would like to tell you something about the purpose of this conference . 

As you know, we have been assigned a project by the Commission which 

involves the esta~lishment of the causes of failures in revetments , the 

making of a thorough study of the meanderil)g of the tlississippi River, 

and the determining of every possible way in which the Experiment Station 

can assist the Districts in this very complex problem of channel stabiliza

tion . 

vJe have realizeJ from the st~rt the complications which would be 

i nvolved as well as the importance of such a study, and we feel that this 

is probably the .~lost important project we have been assigned . Some time 

ago we decided that because of the importance of this investigation and 

the amount of expenditures involved, we should f i rst prepare detailed 

written instructions to ourselves as to just what our objectives are, and 

second, prepare an outline showing \-.rhat we plan to do . Accordingl v, such 

a document , a copy of which I believe each of you hLs , was prepared and 

forwarded to the Commissi on , and by the ComrrQssion to the three Districts, 

for comment . These have been returned without any violent disagr-eements 



Col . King (Cont ' d): 

and without too many constructive criticisms, which we take to L~dicate 

that we did a very thorough job in preparing it. At any rate , this is 

our outline for the investigation at the present time . 

Recently the Comr:ission decided that it would be worth¥Jhile to hold 

a conference of this type so that the people who undoubtedly know more 

than we do about certain phases of the subject , could be here and have 

the problem presented to them from our point of vievv and see what is 

being done . In setti ng up this conference, I made every possible effort 

to have the higher ranking personnel of thB offices concerned -- that is, 

the people who know the most about the river, can help us the most , and 

would have the greatest influence on the future course of the investi

gat ion. It is our objective to make as thorough as possible an investi

gation of the problem. In that connection, we appreciate the fact that 

there are a lot of people here and in the Districts who know a great deal 

about the subj ect and we solicit your constructive criticism, your 

cooperation, and possibly most important, your advice on all phases of 

the matter . 

As for todo.y 1 s program, we will try not to be too long-winded and 

borin[ . As indicated on the schedule, we plan this morning to cover the 

subject as we at the Experiment Station see it, pointL~g out what we are 

doing ru1d what we plan to do in order to cover the investi~ation 

thoroughly. We want to acquaint you with our plans in order that you 

might be in .a better position to giv~ us criticism and advice . After 

lunch, we plan to show ~rou a f ew of the things that we are doing at the 

Station . Possibly some of them might not appear to be too important or 
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Col . King (Cont ' d) : 

interesting at the moment , .)Ut tr.3y have their place ln the investigation . 

1-\fter that brief tour, we plan to reasse:1ble here ln the conference room 

and hear the advice , criticism, coraments , and questions of all of yon . 

I would l ike to ask your cooperation in that you permit us to go ahead 

this morning and present our vi ews on the subject without discussion ; 

this afternoon the meeting will be opened for full discussion . 

I will now call on Hr . Tiffany, whom you all knovJ as being in 

charge of a.ll of our technical work at the Station, to present a brief 

history of the projec1. assigned . Follo1.ving this , we vrill have the people 

who are most concerned, or most intimately concerned, with the various 

phases of the work talk to you about it . Rather than pres~'nting the 

whole subject to you myself , I think it will be more advantageous if you 

see the people who are doing the work and cciD hear them talk on their 

work . I will now turn the meeting over to ~~r. Tiffany. 

~!r . Ti ffany : 

" i\ 

The purpose of m~r remarks is to outline in generd.l terms the over-

all scope of the Potamology Invest-lgations now being conducted at the 

Expe r iment Station . Tt is not intended at this time to describe Dny 

details of the methods being used or the results obtained thus far . These 

matters will be handled by other members of the staff later this morning . 

In thinking over the subject of my remarks , it occurred to me that 

the scope of the inve stigation can not be properly covered without golng 

back into some of its history. So at the r1sk of boring you a little, I 

would like to tell you a little about the background of the i:1vestigatirm 
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I~ . Tiffany (Cont'd) : 

and why we have been assirned the present study. It may surprise some 

of you to have it recalled that the first of t~1e potamology investigations, 

although it was not called by that name, was started as early as 1932. 

This earl iest investigation resulted from a directive received from 

General Ferguson, then President of the ~fississippi River Corrrnission, 

who drew a sketch of several bends, added "E" at the top and 11D" at the 

bottom, and requested us to determine from general model tests the 

natural ~ength of reach which the Mi ssi ssippi River tends to maintain 

between bends, or "How long is ED? ". This question is related to the 

problem of determining how far upstream and downstream'the revetment in 

a bend must be carried; that is, at what point in a bend can the revet-

ment be stopped, that point probably being where the thalweg starts to 

make a crossing to the opposite bank . 

These f irst investigations did not achieve the desired objectives; 

hovrever , meandering streams vJere developed which were startlingly similar 

to the river , and a great deal was learned of the technique of constructing 

and oper ating models for the purpose of reproducing the meandering tenden

cies of alluvial rivers . Some of you will recall these early tests, which 

are usually referred to as the "Directive Energy" experiments . 

It should be kept i~ mind that the first ~hase of the investigation 

was started during the early dars of the cut -off program on the Nississippi 

River, and General Ferguson ' s interest in determining the natural length of 

a bend was only natural fro1n the point of view of his development program. 

The second phase of these experiments was undertaken in l9h0 and 191~1 when, 

as you know, most of the cut -off prozram was completed . The purposes of 
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~tr. Tiffany (Cont'd): 

these investieations, as outlined by the Hissi ssippi River Commi ssion 

office, were to determine certain basic laws governing Ghe meandering 

of an alluvial stream - - the effect of discharge, valley slope , rate of 

movement of bedload, etc . , on the dev0lopment of meanders , and the 

direction of movement of bedload as affected by varying rivP-r stages . 

The tests r esul ting from t ''lis directive were conducted in a large outdoor 

flume, about 125 by 50 ft in dimensions, which was located on the lower 

experiment field . Crushed coal was used for the rnovable bed material in 

this flume . While the r esults of these tests were not conclusive, they 

were e)..'tremely helpful to the ~-1isslssippi River Corrunission and the 

Experiment Station both in obtaining a better understanding of the basic 

principles of alluvial river development and in developing improved 

laboratory techniques for studying this subj ect . 

This second experimental phase was intensified durli1g the period 1942 

to 1945, under the direction successivel y of Captain H. G. Dewey and 

Captain Joseph F. Friedkin. The r esults of those experiments were 

summarized in the r epor t entitled "Laboratory Study of the Meandering of 

Alluvial FLi ver s , 11 wri t ten by Captain Friedkin . Thi s r eport is well known 

to all of you and, as a maLter of fact, has been received with great 

interest by engineer s all over the world inter ested in this subject . 

This investigation by Captain Friedkin confirmed or developed in a 

qualitative manner many of the principles governing the development of 

alluvial rivers . It demonstrated, for instanc \? , the direct r elationship 

between size and rapidity of meande r on the one hand and discharge, valley 

slope , angle of impingement of flow in a bend, a·1d rate of bedload · 
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Ivir. Tiffany ( Cont 1 d): 

movement , on the other hand . He also demonstrated the effect on stream 

development of variations in the toughness of river oanks, and as a 

specific application of this principle he determined qualitat,ively that 

stabilization of the stream banks would produce increased low- water depths 

\dthout increase in flood stages . This invest,igation also demonstrated 

ftUite forcibly the "trading" process by vThich mat-:;rial scoured from one 

concave bank is usually carried downstream on the same side of the river 

to the next point bar, where it is redeposited . The results of this 

investigation were cited in the Mississippi River Commission's r eview 

report of 1944 vmich led to adoptio.m of the $200 , 000 ,OOv stabilization 

program and the 12- ft navigation channel . 

Upon completion of this investigation, which as stated above developed 

or confirmed qualitatively most of the basic principles of alluvial river 

meandering, Captain Friedkin recorrunended t!'lat large-scale tests be made in 

the river ch:u1nel below Sardis Dam, with discharges to be controlled by 

release from Sardis Dar~ . After a careful review of this matter by the 

Mississippi River Corruni.ssion and the Experiment Station, however, it \'las 

concluded that outdoor experiments of tha.t large scope should be held in 

abeyance until techniques for such investigations were much better developed . 

This brings the story up to about June 1946 when the President, 

Mississippi River Commission, approved a suggestion .from the Experiment 

Station that attention be devoted next to the development of materials for 

use in movable-bed models, which materials would have proper erodibility 
. 

and movability characteristics to reproduc0 corresponding characteristics 

of the material in the river . Work on this problem has been carried on 
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Mr . Tiffany (Cont'd) : 

since about June 1946, . and as a matter of fact is in its later stC~ges 

at present . 

In December 1946 a conference WdS called by Mr . Senour to discuss 

the desirability of extending the then scope of the Potamology Investiga-

tions to include a model study which would demonstrate the actual failure 

of a r evetment: with the end in view of determining the cause of r evetment 

failures and methods of overcoming such failures . It is understood the.t 

this proposal arose from the partial failure , soon afc,er construction, of 

the right-bank revetment at Reid Bedford Bend . A plan was presented by 

the Experiment Station in January 1947 for studying r evetment failures in 

a l - to- 50 scale undistorted model of a part of a typical Mississipoi River 

bend . 

Late in Janua~J and early in February 1947 there occurred two rr.ajor 
' 

failures in the Reid Bedford Bend r evetment . The detailed history of these 

failures will b e discussed later during this conference . Shortly following 

these failures a conference w~s called by Col . John R. Hardin, then 

Deputy President, ~lississippi River Commission, and also Director of the 

Experiment Station . Repr esentatives of the Mississippi River Commission , 

the Vick sburg District, and. the Experiment Station attended this confer

ence . At this time Col . Hardin outlined the serious problems confronting 

the Commission concerning caving banks and revetment failures on th~ r iver, 

and requested all concerned to give intensive t~ou~t to means for deter-

mining the causes of such failures and developing methods of overcoming 

them. At this conference it was suggested by the Experiment Station that 

there be undertaken an intensive program of field-data collection P.t. 
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Mr. Tiffany (Cont'd): 

Reid Bedford Bend, this investigation to include detailed hydraulic, 

soils, and geological studies, and to be carried on over an appreciable 

period of time. It was emphasized th2t there was an almost complete 

lack of definite knowledge as to the river processes beneath the v1ater 

surface which cause banks to cave and revetments to fail. This suggestion 

for a field jnvestigation was confirmed in a letter addressed to the 

President, Mississippi River Commission, and approved in 11arch 1947. This 

investigation has l>een underway since that time under the immediate direction 

of the Experiment Statior. , but with the close cooperation of the Mississippi 

River Commission and the Vicksburg District . 

In December 1947 the ExperL~en~ Station prepared, as mentioned by 

Colonel King , a formal "Instructions and Outline for Potamology Investi

gations" and ~ubmitted it to the Mississippi River Commission for approval . 

The r eason for this step was to set down ln writing the authorities for and 

purposes of the several Potam~logy Investigations, and to outline in a 

step- by- step fi~ner ~he procedures for carrying ou~ the directives~ This 

document was refer1 ed for commtnt to thE- three· Districts, and , as has been 

mentioned, it came back \lith no particular co1nments or suggestions . 

As outlined in this directive, there are four related purposes of 

the Potamology Investigation, as follo\'15: 

a. To study the meandcrine tendencies of th8 Hississippi River 

with the view toward the development of a model and model operating 

technique which can be used to predict future changes within a specific 

reach of the Mississippi River. 
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¥~ . Tiffany (Cont ' d) : 

b . To dtterm~1e the nature of revetment failures, their causes, 

and methods of preventing such failures . 

c . To study and develop methods of chdnnel stabilization by 

means other than the use of revetment . 

d . To develop and test comprehensi ve pl ans for the improvemGnt 

of specific troublesome reaches of the Mississippi River • 
.. 

The status of the investigations r equired to realize these four objectives 

will be described later this morning . 

It is desired to emphasize once again th~ fact that the Potamology 

Investigation is a cooperative project involving all of the offices under 

the supervision of the Mississippi River Cowmission . Within the Experiment 
• 

Station every technical unit is conducting its appropriate phase of the 

investigation . As will be brought out by Mr . Fortson, the principal 

responsibility for the investigation is centered in the Hydraulics Division . 

Highly important invt.-sti.gations involving the bed and banks of the 

¥tississippi River are being conduct ed by the Soils Division in close 

coordination \.i. th the Hydraulics Division . The Geology Unit under Dr. 

H, N. Fisk at Baton Rouge, which functions as a part of the Soils Division, 

has also been called in for assistance. 

Approximately $350,000 has been allotted by the Mississippi River 

Conunission to the Experiment Station for fi scal year 1948 for the ageregate 

of all the Potamology I nvestigations, except ing the geological inv~stigations 

just mentioned· and the work b&ing done b.r the Districts . Thest; funds have 

heen and are being spent for the follovring three principal purposes; 
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·Nr. Tiffany (Cont'd): 

a . The long-range field investigations at ReJ_d Bedford. 

b . The laboratory i nv..::;tigat:i.ons of revetment failures 1nd 

methods to overcome such failures; the largest item in t.1is phase this 

year i s the construction o f a large r evetment flume which will b e about 

1 25 f eet wide and 600 fe et long . This will be de~:cribed later by ~Ir . 

Franco. 

c. The investigations being made for the purpose of developing 

a model technique \vhich vdll make it possible to study specific reaches 

of the river, p r edict the course of futur e changes, and deterrri.ne the need 

for and eff ectiveness of improvement works such as revet.!!lents . The largest 

item in this phase during this fiscal yoar vJill be the construction of the 

so-call ed meandering flume which vlill be described later by Mr . Fen,dck . 

Col. King: 

I think it would be worthwhile at this t j_me to obtai n rome idea of 

the organization we have for carrying on the study. Hr . Fortson is in 

charge of all of our hydraulic work at the Experiment Station and i ~ , of 

course, v er y much concerned wi. th tr i s potamology \·JOrk . I 1 d like for him 

to cover now the general organizat i on and set- up for accomplishing the 

work . 

Hr. Fort :...on : 

Some years ago we applied the nqme "potamology" to this work . This 

i s a rather unusual word , but., I believe a very appropriate one ; it comes 

from the word "potamos" which i s Greek for river . We are not concerned in 

this st udy entirel y with work of th8 laboratory nature; l1ence, the co1l

prehensive term i s appr opriat e . 

10 



Hr . Fortson (Cont ' d) : 

As far as the organization for the study is concerned, it can best 

be shown by a chart which is an adaptation of our organization chart . 

The work , of course , is under the Director of the Station , with Mr . Tiffany 

as his Technical Assi stant . From the Director the line of authority goes 

down to the primary work unit which is the Potamology Section . Hr . Fenwick, 

who is in charge of the Rivers and Harbors Branch of the Hydraulics Division, 

and Hr . Franco , who i s in charge of the Potamol ogy Section, are our two 

most e:A'})erienced river-model m0n . They have had mo r e specific experience 

in this field than any Qf the rest of us at the Experiment St;.1tion, and I 

feel that they stand well up in the science as a whol e . Frankly, I don ' t 

believe anybody in the world has had more practical expcr1once with movable 

bed models than these two gentlemen . The Potamology section is divided 

into three units : channel sta.bilization, river mem1dcring, and field 
• 

investigation . You will notice that in order to get the maxim~~ benefit 

of all ideas and the cooperation of the technical peoplG in the various 

fields , we have lines of li~ison running to the different organizations 

concerned . H'vre , for instance, r'lr . Franco is j_n continuous and close 

contact \vith Mr . Woodman and ~1is organization in the Ins~rumE:ntation 

Branch; wi. th Hr . Barron i:-1 the Soils Division for work connected with the 

Reid Bedford type of bank failure , and with Mr . Boyd in Flexible Pavement 

Branch for uses of aspha.lt . The other line of lia.ison, which is pretty 

well established now, is bl~twecn :t-1r . Franco and the enginl3ers in the 

Mississippi River Com. .ission and the Vicksburg District . \.e hope: that 

as time goes on Hr . Franco will dev(:)lop close contacts vvith the engineers 
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Mr . Fortson (Cont ' d) : 

in the other two Districts . This chart is j_ntend ed to demonstrate the 

way in which we can bring to bear on the problem all thP engineer talent 

in th0 Lower Nississippi Valley Division and l·ussissippi River Com;Ussion . 

As \·re progress further in the work, we hope to bring in distinguished 

engineer consultants from the outside who may be abl8 to conc,ributc• 

specific and specialized knowledge on certain phases of the work , such as 

turbulence , and aid in the analysis of some of the data . 

The laboratory apparatus at the Station is shown here on a map of the 

model ar ... a . Upon the lower field, 1.vhich y:n.1 will see later this afternoon, 

is a small revetment flume \1\rhlch vre have adapted from existing equipment. 

It is about {:fJ feet long and 8 f8et wide and 3 feet deep and has a flow 

capacity of 18 cubic feet per second~ It has been v ery valuable for 

preliminary experiments, but is not adequ:-1te for more extensive work , as 

Mr. Franco possibly will explain to you later . Also on the lower fie lei , 

we have a 12 by 12 b:r 10 ft concrete b:.sin which serves us for some of our 

asphalt tests . On the upper hydraulic fi0ld, in our H2ngar No . 2, we have 

a pair o f small curv<:!d flumes ·hnich are used for studying the model 

material~ th<.:;mselves in a manner which Hr . Fenwick v~ill explain later . ·' tt 

flume-: iE' be ing constructed which is about 130 ft long and 25 ft wid<:; vd.th 

a cap~ciLy of about 9 cu ft per second ; this flume will be us~J for the 

meander study. The most ambitious facility being constructed is Cl. la1·gu 

r evetment flume , which will be nn outdoor installation 125 ft vride and 

60CJ ft long with a capaci"L~r of 80 cu ft per second . These unusually 

large dimensions are necessary to an at tempt to s c. ud;r t~1 d LlSSlSSlP:>l li. l ver ..., , .. . . . '" . 

to an undistorteci scale . 
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Col . King : 

As you probably know at this ti.'le , the study is divided into two 

major parts . One has to do with the meandering t endencies or ~hp river 

which will extend to the study of specific reaches to d et ermine changes 

which can be expected to occur in the river within those reaches . The 

other field i s a study of revetment . These two fields will be cove red 

separatel y . The first part will be covered by Mr. Fenwick and I will 

ask him to take over at this time . 

Mr . Fenwick: 

The Experiment Stc..tion h<1.s, since its esto.blishment, been concern ed 

intermittently \<!ith the phenomenon of stream meandering, which is a 

fundamental factor in any plan for impro"vement of an alluvial rivo;r . 

Recently, however, as the n eed for stabilization became pr essing , the 

Station embarked upon a comprehensive study of stream meandering, and of 

means of curbing it to attain channel stabilization . 

Thert:; was completed here in 194) a laborator:/ study of the !:1eand0ring 

of small alluvial strE;ams which demonstrated these general points : 

That the only requiro:-.ment for river r •. eandering is the 

existence of cav:L'1g benks . 

That most of the load from a caving bank is deposited on 

the point bar below, with a r esultant incr._::ase in the att;;.ck 

on thu opposite bank . 

That the factors influenclng the size of bends , or ext ent 

of meandtring, are discherg~ , slope , end directive • . 

That the more easily erod~d bar:k matcria.l, the greater 
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Mr . Fenwick (Cont ' d) : 

the meanders :md the shallO\-.·er and wider the cross- sections ; 

and, conversely, the more resistr:nt the b:mk mc.t .Jrial, the 

smaller the meanders ?.nd th8 deeper and narrower the cross-

sections . 

These truths are valuable and enlightening, but they are in the nature 

of theor ems, developed under controlled conditions in small model st r eams 

flowing through vari ous bed materials in flumes . There yet r emain to bE:; 

developed an erodibl e bed and he'.nk materinl and a model operating technique 

which will result in a model river responding to thest:. laws in the same 

degree as its counterpart in natur8 . This task the Exncriment Station 
' 

has recently undert~tkE:.n, and is now prost:!cuting . 

One major phase of th~ present potamology invest ig~tion ~s the study 

of thi;, channel meander ing o.f the Ni ssi ssi ppi River . The pr obl em with which 

this phase is concerned is the development of a typG of movable-bed 

erodibl e-bank mod~l which CP.n be used to predict with proven accuracy the 

future clv'tngcs in the bed and banks of r.:.ny specific rE:.;~ch of the IJ'd.ssissi ppi 

River . 

Models of this typ8, if they can bt:::: successfull~r developed, will be 

of great value in the planning of ch'lnnel stabilizatio!1 progr=-:.ms for the 

rivor . They could be used to det,..rminc wh~,.;ther any particul1.r receding 

bank is l i kely to develop into a revt:tmLnt probl~;.;.m , or whether only minor 

bank r ecession will occur . In other words , they would indicate where and 

when to pl ace revetment and other stabilization works in ord _r to maintain 

the chru1nel alignment desired . 
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Mr . Fenwick (Cont 1d) : 

The crux of a model sLudy involvli1g changes in the bed and banks of 

an alluvial r i ver lies in the selection of model bed and bank materials 

which are subject to erosion, transportation , and deposition in manners 

similar to those phenomena in the river itself. The first great difficulty 

encountered her e arises f r om the fact that the application of any reasonable 

model scale to the sand gr a i ns of the i'iver vJOuld result m infinitely fine 

dust ; hence, it becomes necessary to use relatively course- grained bed 

material in such moJels . 

l\1odel studies of bed- load movement iu rivers witn stable banks have 

been conducted quite successfully for many y8ars , through simulation of 

the sand bed of the river by the use of such materials as crush,·d coal or 

haydite . However , to stud;y changes in e rivPr involving unstable caving 

banks requires the r eproduction not only of bed- lo:Jd movement but also 

of ver t.ically st,q,nding, yet urtdermining Md Gloughlng banks. Furthermore, 

the caved bCJ.nk must. become normal bed load after the washing away of the 

silt or clay which gave it cohesiveness as a stFmdlitg bank. And fur~her 

to complicaLe the problem of modeling a meandering reach of the river , the . 

mc.ter i ~ll making up the h1r.ks of the n 1.tural river is far from homogeneous, 

varying from er osion- resistant clay to almost pure sand . No model erodible-

bank material susceptible of artificial molding in such varied form a:; to 

r eproduce all of these requi red characteristjcs t1as ever been developed . 

The discovery or development of such a materiPl is nne- im~ortant phase of 

our immediate problem. 

a systematic search has been under v;ay for so:ne tir.!e for a granular 

material which will behave properly ?s model bed load , and for some binding 
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Mr. Fenwick (Cont'd): 

agent which can be mixed with the granular material in such amounts as to 

form caving banks with controllable erodibility. Experimental tests have 

been conducted in small curved flumes of sheet metal to determine the 

erodibility factors of aro~d 150 different materials. In such tests, 

the extents of bank recession and the volumes of materials scoured are 

measured to est~blish factors of erodibility which will express the relative 

resistances of the various bank materials to erosion. 

PrelL~inary testing has indicated that crushed coal is the best 

a~ailable material to be used as the basic granular material in the bed 

\ 

and banks. In the search for a proper binding material, tests have been 

made of flour, fine coal dust, shellac, alcohol, bentonite, oil, plaster, 

lime, gelatin, and many other materials. A few of these binders, when 

mixed with crushed coal, have produced erodible-bank materials which appear 

to be quite promising. Research tests of this type will be continued 

for some time, while, at the same time, tests of the more promising m~terials 

will be begun on a much larger scale in a meander flume containing a . . .· . 

modeled bend of the l'iississippi River . 

Construction has just been undertaken of a flume of sufficient size 

to accommodate an erodible-bank movable-bed model of the Concordia-Scrub-

grass Bends reach of the Mississippi River. The linear scales used will 

be 1:400 horizontally and l:lOU vertically, but the design of the flume 

will permit the varying of the vertical scale, and the resulting distortion, 

within practical limits. 

/ 
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Mr . Fenwic~ ( Cont'd) : 

This study will not be concerned with any problem at Concordia or 

Scrubgrass Bends. This reach WdS selected only b(cause it is considered 

to be generally representative of a relatively short unstable reac~, con

taining considerable c;.J ving banks, which has 11ot been too much affected 

by revetment or other man-made structures . It is planned to use past and 

future prototype r ecords of bank caving and channel changes in this r each 

as a guide in the evolving of a model technique \vhich will r esult in 

dupli cation of such prototype phenomena. The Soils Division ~~11 make 

explor ations in this r each as necessary to assist in t he correlating of 

prototype and model bank materials . 

Tests will be made in this meander model to reproduce t he ratvs of 

both bank erosion and bed movement, as well as changes in channel depths 

and bar configurations. As experience is gained , and as a satisfactory 

material is approached, it is planned to attempt the reproduction ir1 still 

larger flumes of the inter~related meanderings of various longer r eaches 

of ti1e river concaining several unstable bends . 

The final goal of this phase of the Potamology Study is the develop

ment of e model technique \·:hich can be used to forecast with r eliable 

accuracy the future courses of r egimen changes in any troublesome r each 

of the lVIississippi Riv0r, Models of this type could be used to determine 

the necessity for and the t ffects to be expected of bank revetment, dredging, 

and many other r egulative measures in the river, Briefly, the end in view 

is to develop · a tool which can be used to forec.., st vmat MY sect:i on of the 

Mississippi is going to do . 
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Nr . Fenwick (Cont'd2: 

Two things in this connection are fully r ealized : the immense 

value of such a tool in planning, end the vGry gr~at difficulty involved 

in its development . It is believ ~d that such a tool can be devel oped, 

through concerted effort on the part of the offices r epresented her e today. 

Col . ,King: 

The other phase of our Potamology Investigations is concernE-d with 

revetmunt , rcv(.tment failures , and method s of stDbilizing caving banks. 

I will nov-1 call on Nr . Franco to give you some information on this pDrt 

of the study. 

Mr . Franco : 

The river meander study which wa s described by f~ . Fenwick is con

cerned with changes in channel and bank alignments ~nd when and wher e to 

revet or apply improvement works. The r evetment study, on the other hand, 

is concerned principally with the behavior and e ffectiven~ss of thE-- stabili

zation works. As we understand the problem, the straight ening and shortening 

of the Jv.iississippi River in r ecent years has r esulted in increased slopes 

and current V~.;locities which have made the maint enance of such rev~tment 

difficult C!!ld costly. The need for a r eview of the r evetment problums has 

been indicated by the partial failures of some r evetments shortly after 

compl c~tion of their construction. Because of thG difficulty of evaluating 

the p0rformance of the various typos of r :.;vt:tm,.mt and of det 'ermining the, 

manners and cause s of their failures in thE. rivt r , a laboretory study of 

tho problem has been undert e1ken in addition t o t he fiel c investigations . 
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Mr. Franco (Cont 1d) : 

This investigation , including both field and laboratory r esearch, was 

assigned to the ~xperiment ~tation in January 1947. The purpose of this 

study as set forth in the original dircctiv~ is to demonstrat e the manner 

in which revetments fail and to assist in d0t ermining the causes of and 

methods of preventing such f ailures . Although the original directive 

refers only to the study of r evetment , it is believed that the scope 

of the investigation is suffici.ently broad to include other stabilizntion 

methods such as dikes, r etards, drcd.ging, etc . , which \\rill be studi d 

either in connection with or -?.s additions to the r evetment study. 

When we undertook this investi gation a year ago , the nature of th~ 

study and the method of attack could not be clearly vi sualized . Much 

of our work during the past year h.cts been con<.;erned with organizing and 

planning, and in conducting preliminary studies and investigations . By 

this time , w·e at least have a definite ,!lror.ram and, we believe, a fair 

idea of what we are trying to accomplish . As planned , the investigation 

of r eveLment is divided into the collecti0n of existing data, field 

invest i sation, the model study of revetment , and also special investigations. 

The collection of existins data i s considered highly important . It 

is to ou1· advantage to make a thorough study of all factual and hiDtorical 

data available on revetment and channel improvemen'L and stabilization, in 

order that we might profit by past experlences and available knowledge. 

Most of the published information concerning revetuent is general in nature _ 

and lacking in pertinent details. ~le believe that the best informo.tion is 
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Mr. Franco (Cont'd): 

hidden in inactive files in the form of unwritten reports, memoranda or 

plain notes, and in the minds of engineers who have had years of exp0rience 

with revetment . It is realized that a good deal of the information 

available is controversial,but that type of information is still valuable . 

For instance, an engineer who has had years of experience on the Hississip;'i 

River ~111 tell you that anchor cables serve no useful purpose except for 

launching and can cite examples where the cables were cut and nothing 

happened; another engineer will tell you he has seen revetment break its 

anchor cables and slide into the river so many feet a day. Both of these 

engineers can be right but the chances ~re the conditions were different. 

This type of information doesn't mean too much if we find only one example 

of each case but if we find 15 cases where the anchor cables were cut and 

nothing happened and onl~ one case where the revetment slid into the river, 

we can reach some conclusion . You can also find some engin~er who will 

tell you that the trouble with revetment today is the way it is placed in 

the river and he 'll tell you that 20 years ago they put a r£vetment in 

such and such a place and it is still there . That type of information is 

useful in that it gi~s \JS id~aP, but it v>ould be much more important if we 

knew under what conditions that particule.r revetment had to perform, in 
- -order that we might compare those conditions with conditions existing 

today. There are no two reaches in the river that are ~xactly the same 

and the condition in each reach must be evaluat 2d before w~ can evaluat~ 

the performance of a revetment in that reach. 



Mr. Franco (Cont'd): 

Our plans call for visits to the various offices, interviews with 

engineers experienced in river work, and also the distribution of a 

questionnaire. The questionnaire has not yet been drawn up but it is 

planned to include questions concerning various types of revetment and 

their performances. These questions will concern what, where, when, what 

caused it, and ~ere can we find more information about it; they will also 

ask for opinions. The questionnaires will be designed to reach the 

individua.l in order that we might get the ideas of as many engineers as 

possible as well as those of the District offices. We don't want to 

"get in anybody' s hair" but WE; do want to get as much information as 

possible, in order that it might be evaluated and compiled into a com

prehensive report, which can be supplemented from time to time as new 

information becomes available, whether from the field or from the model 

investigations. 

The second phase of our revet1nent study is the field investigation. 

Because of the turbidity of the Hississippi Hiver and the great depths 

wd swift currents usually found along a r evetted bank, the l ocation, 

condition, and performance o.f revetment cannot be determined by direct 

observation. The problem is highly complex since our result s must of 

necessJ_ty be based largely upon circumstantial evidence . We plan to 

utilize every means available to obtain as .nuch detailed information as 

possible in an attempt to evaluate analytic~lly all available information 

concerning the 'factors affecting revetment stability. 
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Hr. Franco ( Cont 1 d) : 

As plru1ned, this investigation will include first a detailed study 

of the Reid Bedford Bend revetment; and, from the experience gained on 

this investigation, it is planned to outline a program for the investi

gation of revetments in other reaches of the river and of other types of 

revetment. In order to compare conditions at stable and unstable revet

ments, active revetments which have been fairly stable for a reasonable 

length of time will be investigatec in an attempt to isolate conditions 

which lead to failure. 

The investigation of the Reid-Bedford Bend revetment includes a study 

of the history of the area, periodic hydrographic surveys, velocity 

measurements, ground water measurements, soils and geology investjgations, 

and special studies. For the benefit of those who may not be familiar 

with the Reid-Bedford Bend revetment, it is located about 8 miles below 

Vicksburg and was constructed in October and November 1946. Flanking 

action began to unravel the lower end of this revetment soon after 

construction, and in December concrete blocks vv·ere placed at the lower end 

for a distance of about 300 ft, During the lat tcr part of December 1946 

and early part of January 194~ two minor failures occurred; two major 

failures occurred, one on about 21 January 19h7 and the other on 11 February 

1941" It should be not ed that these failures occurred within less than 

4 months after construction. 

In February and March 1947 the r evetment was r epaired by placing con

crete blocks along the toe of a portion of the revetment and over one of 
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Mr . Franco (Cont ' d) : 

the major failures; the remainder of the revetment was repaired jn the 

same manner with mass sand- asphalt . Because of the different types of 

revetment placed in the area, the investigation is further compli.cat.ed . 

When an investigation of thi~ tJrpe is started , the first thing v.e should 

knovJ is something of the history of the ar0a. This information ~hould 

cover everything that is of importance concerning developments within the 

reach, changE-s in flow conditions, type of revetment , construction methods, 

rate of bank caving, etc . It shvuld also include any not es concerning 

difficult i es encountered during construction . Of particular importance 

here are the before- and after - construction surveys . 

As soon as the Iteid- Bedford investigation was undertaken a survey 

program was mapped out. Hydrographic surveys of the reach from the 

v;cksburg Bridge to above Diamond Point cut- off (a distance of about 10 

miles) were requested once each month and radial soundings over the 

revetted area and a short distance downstream were requested once each 

·,veek. Surveys over critical areas W8re requested once each day . The pro

g~am appeared rather ambitious, but it must be consider ed that 2 ~jor 

fai !_ures had already occurred, and we were trying to determine th~ condi-

tions existing at time of failure and immediately after. About the time 

thi3 program got under way, extensive repairs were made to the revetlnent, 

and a major failure has not occurred since that time. The frequency of 

these surveys was later modified on the basis of changes in rivor stages 
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Mr. Franco (Cont'd): 
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and amounts of chang0s in the bed or banks of the river . It should be 

pointed out he r e that the schedule for surveys of this type should be 

flexible in order that local surveys may be made in an area where a 

probable failure is indicated and wher~ a failure has occurred . 

These surveys are being analyzed by making scour and fill maps from 

which the developments leading to failure can b e studied. From these 

surveys and scour- and- fill maps we can determine whether the channel along 

the toe of the revetment was deepEming or filling at time of failure . If 

it was filling, we cnn rul(:; out sco~1r at the toe as a major fflctor and we 

must look for something else . If the channel is deepening along the toe 

we can compare the slopes at the failure point with the remainder of the 

revetment. If the scour and slopes of the bank are no greater than at 

s Averal other points where no failure occurred, we can reasonably assume 

that scour was not the only contributing factor . By this line of r eason

ing, we cru1 isolate some of the conditions l eading to failure . The 

surveys can t ell us whether the failure occurred near the toe or in the 

upper bank . 

Soils and Geolog;>r investigations are r equired to determ..i.ne the nature, 

characteristics, and extent of the various soils forming the banks. A 

ground water investigation is also r equired to dcter;nine under what con

ditions and to what extent seepage affects the stability of the supporting 

bank . This phase of the investigation v.d.ll be axplained in more detail 

by Nr . Turnbull . 
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To de~errnine the range and magnitude of velocities, velocity 

distribution, and directions of current impingement , velocity and current 

directions were requested for representative stages, These were made for 

each 10-ft change in stage, rising and falling. 

Very little is known about what is going on at the bottom of a stream 

the size of the Mississippi River. We know t~e flow is turbulent and 

we can see boils and eddies on the surface, but the true nature of these 

phenomena is not known. A current moving up the bank near the toe of a 

revetment might do considerably more damage to the revetment than currents 

moving down the bank or parallel to the r evetment . We suspect that 

turbulence in the river may develop sufficient forces to generate 

variations in pressure which might be large enough t.o disturb the revatment 

a:1d its supporting bank. Articulated concrete revetment blocks Feigh 

Bf'1)roximately 22 lbs per sq ft in water and require a differential pressur e 

of only about 0.15 lb per sq inch to be lifted off the bottom. A velocity 

of less than 5 ft per sec can create such a prussure.. Some authorities 

h~ve stated that the velocity of rotation at the point of a vortex is 

many times gr eater than the surrounding stream flow. Since maximum 

velocities measured in the Mississippi River vary from about 9 to more 

than 15 ft per sec, it lS reasonable to assume that sufficient variations 

in pressure mie;ht exist, whethe r instantaneous or of r elatively long 

duration, to lift the r evetment off the bottom and cause it to be damaged 

or destroyed . ·It is d esired insofar as possible to determine the natures 

and magnitudes of these force s and their effects upon the stabilit~.r of 
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revetment . The forces resulting from turbulence have never been msasured 

satisfactorily and we know of no availrtble instruments which nre capable 

of measuring such forces in the river . These instrUQents therefore have 

to be especially developed for the purpose, It is also desired to measure 

the vertical movement of a piece mat bridging a hole or hollov!. It is 

possi ble that 5uch a piece of revetment may pulsate with the current 

causing the reinforcing wire to eventually break . In order to obtain 

this information the Instrumentation Branch of the Experiment Station was 

given some rather diffi cult specifications and requested to develop 

i nstruments for measuring instantaneous pressure fluctuat i ons and instan-

taneous velocities and current directions. It was also r equtsted that this 

work be accomplished in time io permit installation of pilot models during 

the low- water season in order that the positions and locations of the 

instruments VJ:ith respect to the revetment mi0ht be known . Additional 

information concerning these instruments will be given by Nr . Woodman . 

One of the most important items involved in this investigat i on, and 

also one .)f the most diffi..culL to determine, is the location and condition 

of the revetm~nt, particularly at time of failure . If a revetment is in 

the area it may be in pieces or it may be spanning a hol e or hollow; if 

the revetment is gone we would like to know how much of it is ~one and 

where it went . A misplaced piece of revetment can crt~se considerable 

damage by producing irregularities "Vv'hich may increas.; local velocities 

and turbulences . At Reid-Bedford Bend, a diver \~S employed to make an 
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underwater survey. Because of the river stage and the swift currents 

encountered , the diver could only cover a relatively small area along the 

upper bank . It was thought possible that information concerning the 

condition and location of the revetment could be determined from a care

ful interpretation of the result5 of the echo- sounder . Preliminary tests 

conducted at the Reid- Bedford Bend revetment with the instrwnent appeared 

encouraging ; however , because of the turbulent flo~ conditions prevailing, 

probability of moving sand , and the existence of several tJ~e s of revet

ment , the accuracy of the interpretat:i.ons of the results could not be 

establi shed . Limited field t ,~sts were then made with the echo- sounder 

under more favorable conditions . As a resl~lt of these tests , we lee.med 

a good deal about the principle of echo- sounder but little about ho\. to 

locate revetment . InvestigatJ.ons of this type will come up from time to 

t: .-ne, and , although important to the investigation, are only indirectly 

co~~ected with the problem. 

The data collection program as out l ined will be modified from ti.""le 

to time as indicated by the results obtained . The investigation of the 

H.Gid- Bed.ford Bend is being continued particularly during the high water 

season . The data obtained from this investigation are being carefully 

analyzed and , although some of the results may be inconclusive, the·~' \rill 

add to our store of informatinn and provide a basis for the investit:ation 

of other revetments and for the correlation ,)f model and prototype resul_ts. 

Along ~dth the field investi~ation , we are conducting a laboratory 

.investigation . This type of inve stigation overcomes many of the 
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disadvantages of the field investiration in that the behavior and 

performance of the model revetment can be determined by direct obcerva

tion, experiments can be more or l ess controlled, and , of course, the 

time element is reduced considerably . 

For many years the study of r evetment by means of small - seal\.! 

l aboratory modeJ.s was not considered practj cal, and studies of this type 

have never before been undertaken. This investi5ation involves the 

development of a model technique, the invest igation of various type::; of 

r evetment, and the development and t l;st i ng of methods of prcv0nting r evet

ment failures . The development. of a model technique for the studyaf 

revetments in the Hi ssissippi River present,:: many ntn,r .:.a.nd difficult problems 

in connection \ri.th model-to-prototype 3cale relationships, methods of 

r ~}:roducing various types of revetments so as to maintain thej.r pr\)PEl' 

characteristic f , types of bed movem·;nt , and bank cav:L'1g, and n!any other 

factors affecting revet.1ent performance .. It was reali 7.(..d that tbe study 

rc;quirect the use of a model havinG movable bed and erodible banks and 

thRt th~ revctrtent 1nust b e reproduced as neRrly at pr'lcticable to scale 

of mass and strength as wel1 as dimensions; in addition, all factors which 

might affect the stability of the revetment such as various angles of 

current attack , turbulence, hJ·drostatic pressure~. withjrl the bank .:'lnd under 

the revetMent, and variations in the materials formi.ne "ttnc b&nk , rnuny of 

which have not b een definitely i sol ated or measured in the r1ver , must oe 

r eproduced . 
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Before going into any elaborat e model construction, we had to know 

more about what would be r equired for this t ype of study. In order to get 

the revetment study started, an experimental flume approximately 8 ft by 

60 ft by 3 ft deep was construct ed on an existing model wh~rc a wat er

supply system and other appurtenances wer e available . These faci l ities 

permitted the reproduction of a section of a typical bend of the 

Mississippi River to an undistorted scal e of l to 50 with provisions for 

reproducing the bed and a portion of t he concave bank in erodible mB.terial . 

The flume actuc?.lly permitted the r eproduction of only one- tenth of the 

full width of a typical bend of the Hississippi Riv;;r , and it did not 

provide sufficient room for the crossings upstream and downstream or for 

the natural reproduction of the poi.1t bar. It was r t:alizcd that this flume 

would have many limitations; howew;r, it was beli eved that such facilities 

would permit a prE:.: liminary study of t he force s and phenomena jnvolved with 

the exception of ths act i on of the point bar and would provide important 

data upon which a broader proE?;ram could be based . 

Preliminary studie s h<.'VL- been J~lad ·~ in th) :: flume on articulated 

concret e r evetment, groins, mass sand-asphalt, and concrete blocks. These 

test s , although incomplet~, have been very enligntening and have; indicated 

conclusively that model studirs of r evc.tment s are f easible and that much 

valuable information can be gained from such studies . Although these t t=st s 

have demonstrated the behaviur of r evetment in some r espects, the~' ar t.: 

in the nature· of preliminary experiments . When observing such t ests ther e 
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i s usually a t endency to reach conclusions prematurely. When evaluating 

the results of a model study, the correlation of the various features of 

the model with si milar f eatures in the prototype must be kept in mind and 

the limitations of the model considered. _ Some conditions are purposely 

set up which are not in agreement with what we find in river or in r evet-

ment specifications, An example of this would be the use of excessive 

current velocities , Someone would i mmediately say we're not giving the 

r evetment a chance , It is true that such tests '~11 not show the 

behav.ior of r evetment as we find it in the river , but by testing the 

revetment to destruction we can determine which can withstand the 

strongest attack . If we want to deter mine the i .:1portance of an overlap 

between two sections of mat, we may purposely omit the overlap at one or 
• 

two joints t o see what happens. 

Plans are now underway for the construction of a large flume about 

600 ft long, 125 ft ".ride, and 2~ to 3~ f eet deep which will accommodate 

the reproduction of 5.7 miles of the Reid Bedford Bend r each to a natural 

scale of 1 to 50 . This flume will permit a much broader and a more 

accurate study of the r evetment problem, including the dl3vclopmcnt of and 

the effecto of the point bar, the effects of varying the bank slope, possible 

effects of seepage and other factors involved . \rJith the information 

available on this reach, conditions can be set up to conform as closely 

as practicable to those existing in the river . Because of the unprecedented 

size of the model channel, special model techniques and appurtenances will 

be r equired for molding the bed and baP~s, t aking cross- sections, measuring 
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velocities and current directions, etc. The design of the flume h~s been 

completed but construction has been held up by unfavorable weather 

conditions. 

After this model has been adjust ed for flow condition s , bank cavlng, 

and changes in bed configuration, it will be operateO. for the study· of the 

effects of r evetment on channel development; for the investigation of 

revetment to determine its behavior and factors ~rhich affect it s stability; 

and for the s t udy of methods of preventing r evetment failures. 
• • 

• 

Tests will be made with r evetment in place in an attempt t o r eproduce 
. 

the general conditions as they occurred in the river, and will be repeate~ 

in an effort to det ermine the behavior and effectiveness of various types 

of revetment and to isolat e the causes and effects of each factor with 

r egard to the stability of r evetment and it s supporting bank. This will be 

accomplished for each type of r evetment considered. By testing each type 

of revetment under t he same conditions we can get some idea as to just 

what causes what. 

When we have determined t he f actors which aff ..;ct the stability of 

r evetment and their telative importance, we can det er mine the weaknesses 

of our present-day r evetment. Plans can then be devel oped with a view to 

improving t he life and effect iveness of r evetment in t he river. These 

plans as developed \'Till be t est ed in the large r evet ment flume, and t he 

results compared with those of t est s of the standard types of r evetment. 

The final tests will, of course , be made in the Mis sissippi River. 
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In addition to the regular model study, the Experiment Station is 

conducting special studies on the behavior of hot sand- asphalt when 

placed under water by gravity flow through a chute. Research !lnd experi

ments are also being conducted to determine an economical method of 

lowering the viscosity or consistency of sand-asphalt mixtures for use 

under water in ~evetting caving banks . 

The final objective of this investication is the development of 

comprehensive plans for the inprovement and stabilization of specific 

troublesome r eaches of the rivur. In this phase the results of the 

river meander study, the field investigations, and the mod~::l study of 

revetment and stabilization works must be utilizad . This phase \·.rill include 

the modeling of specific r eaches to determine the necessity for improve

ments, the development of improvement plans and the testing of these plans . 

Col . King : 

In considering this entire problem it is obvious that thcr~ are two 

main factor5 that enter into the study. One, of course, is the action of 

the water which i s the primary field of study; ther efor e , we have made 

this primar)_ly an activity of the Hydraulics Division. i-fowevc;r, th~ 

problem involves the action of thG water on the soil in the banks and 

bed of the river. The properties of the soil and certain phenomena with 

respect to the soil all enter into the problem, nnd the Soils Division is 

materially interest ed , They have done consider·able work on the latter 

phase of the project, have made plans of study, and are cooper1:1t ing with 
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the Hydraulics people. In order to give you ru1 idea of our thoughts 

on soils considerations, Mr . Turnbull , Chief of our Soi ls Division , will 

talk for a f ew minutes . 

Hr . Turnbull: 

The function of the Soils Division is largely the collection of 

physical soils ~ata for use in the hydraulic work on the revetment 

and meander flumes, and also for the purpose of making bank- stabi lit y 

studi es, the latter being the principal assistance that the Soils Division 

i s lending to this over-all study. All geologi cal information is 

collected, and supplemented if nc~cessary. Piezometers are installed, the 

purpose of which is to obtain information on ground- water gradients and 

thus determine the effects of seepage forces. The problem area is studied 

to determine what soils information i s available in order to avoid 

duplication. Available data are then supplemented as necessary by 

additional borings . Reprcesentative disturbed and undisturbed samples are 

obtained, the disturbed for general classifica.tion purposes, and the un

disturbed for obtaining physical characteristics of the naterin.l . 

Before discussing the bank stability problem I want to call your 

attention to these display models which will help to clarify what I am going 

to say later. The two models on the right are actual scale models of the 

first of the two major Dlides at Reid- Bedford . The area. in yellow 

indicates the slide area in e.:::.ch case . The green area in the models 

indicates erosion previ ous to the failure . Some of you can possibly see 
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the profiles that are set in each model. I call attention to the fact 

that the black shaded portion of the profile r epresents erosion prior to 

failure . The red shaded portion of the profile is that portion which 

moved out with the failure ; the black and the red r epresent two time 

stages in the scour or loss of soil . It will be noticed that each failure 

area is pocket-~haped wi th a neck adjacent to the thal weg. The bank 

shoulders adjacent to th& necks were identified by surveys as being 

undisturbed, and represent the original bank slopes . In order to obtain 

information concerning the effects of r evetments and also the action of a 

hank that is uninfluenced by revetment , the Vicksburg District was re

quested to extend the surveys downstream. The mod€1 on the left shows a 

failure which occurred below the downstream end of the revetment and 

adjacent to the large scour pool that developed . Many of you saw that 

scour pool . As in the other two models, the yellov-r area demonstrat es 

the area affected by the slide, wh:i ch in this particular case occurred 

overnight . The profile at the thalweg, while it sho\vS elevation -70, 

actually was at - 90 the evening before fC!ilure. It is evident thBt a 

filling of the scour pool to a depth of 2.0 ft took place. The r ed 

colored profile represents the depth of material involved in the slide . 

Again the pocket- shaped type of failur e with narrow neck and undisturbud 

shoulders is noted . 

This drawing represents oDe possible type of failure, a so-called 

deep slide failure . It is shown to hove occurred along a circular path. A 
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• 

slight subsidence is sho1-m i nshore with resultant heave riverward, The 

computations which have been made show thDt it is practically impoGsible 

for this type of f ailure to occur et Reid- Bedford . Also the hydrographic 

surveys tend to show that this could not heve occurred in the ca.se of Any 

of the three slide areas discussed. This drawing shows another possible 

type of failure , which is by scour . In this type of failure the scouring 

at the thalweg progresses inward toward the bank , with eventual loss of 

stability and sliding of that portion of the bank r emaining . It is 

consi dered that this did not happen in the case of the failures at Reid 

Bedford primarily because of the information shown by the bank surveys . 

This drawing gives you an idee. of how much scour would have to occur be-

fore shear failure could possibly take place in the sand bank. Survey 

data tend to indicate that the bank n~vcr approc.checi e_nywhere near this 

ste0pness befor e f ailure took ple.ce . fhis drawing r epr esents another 

possible type of failure which appears from all the de.ta available ':)t 

Reid-Bedford to be the most lik<~ly . It repres :;nt s a flov: slid~ produced 

as a result of a sharp r eduction of shear strength in the SRnd, The 

initial cause of the slide may be ,q. strain movement developing in t h0 

steep scour slope ~djacent to the thalweg as a r esult of superficial 

sliding. Such movement could be accompanjed by a consolidation tendency 

in a large mass of sand , the result of which could be c sudden Pnd marked 

decrease in its strength. As indicc9.ted, tlw latter type of f Qilur u is 

• 
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the most likely at Reid- Bedford; however, cdditionel proof is necessary 

before such a conclusion can b e mc:.dc with certc?inty. Additional work and 

study are being directed a long these lines. 

This drawing was made up to demonstrate the common type of bank 

failure. This is what may be called the attrition type of f ailure in 

which the bank line recedes by caving of r elat ively narrow segments from 

10 to 25 ft in width and usuc?.lly not ov0r 100 ft long. This type of 

failure is the direct r esult of scour . The under·,Jater slope remains 

relatively uniform ~nd progresses slowly landward . As c result, the 

toe support of the steep upper bank (silt s CJ nd cl~~ys at Reid-Bedford) is 

weakenGd with r esultant caving. 

There are two possible concepts concerning the flow slid~ . On~,.; is 

that loose pockBt s of sand may exist, vmich are affected more readily than 

the r emaining sand ru1d flow upon deepening of thE: river bed at thv 

thalweg, Th~ other is that there may b e rclativt-ly little difference 

in the density of the sand, v;ith the flo,J~J slide being induced by a local 

deepening at the thalweg as a result of loc~lizcd turbulence. 

We are planning at the pr esent time to make studies of the na.tural 

densities of the sands that exist a long the bank to determine the range in 

relative density. If very loose deposits ar e found to exist, wo.ys and 

means of d ensifying them will be studied. \Jc arcs conducting tesL s in thG 

laboratory to determine the physical chnrPctvristics of this sand, how 

• 
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i t acts at its state of density in nature , and what the possibilities 

are of l oosing its str ength and going into a semi- liquid condition . 

The general purpose of continuing this study i~ of course , to try and 

isolate the cause and location of this major type of failure ; if we can 

do that it should lend valuable P.ssista.nce to the hydraulic studies in 

model correlation work . It would , in the meantime, also furnish the 

designer with possible different conc\.;pts of what might be done r.bout 

revetment and this type of failure . 

Col . King : 

Before we have th~:; next r ecPss I would like to call your attention 

to the display on the bulletin boards . This display of maps and pictures 

illustrates the types of data that we have and are collecting . First are 

some pictures of certa in instruments bein~ d eveloped ; next are the plotted 

data resulting from the snrveys sho".\ring chongc s in tho bot tom and bank of 

the river; ne:xt are certain bank profiles that were taken; next some

photogr~phs of the small rcvutment flume; and last certain reol ogical 

information that we hn.ve been getting primerily from Dr . Fisk at L.s .u. 

vJe will now take a r c:. cess during which time you may have a clwnce to look 

at any of the displays in which you are interest ed, The schedule c~.lls 

• 
for r eassembling at eleven o ' clock. 
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One thing we appreciate, maybe in anticipation of some of the 

comments and criticisms, is that in this study there must be a proper 

balance between what might be called r eseHrch P.nd vJhat might b e called 

practical problems . VJe cppreciate this fact and intend to rrl8intain e. 

proper perspective of the study, in order tha.t we do not go off on F~ny 

tangents that hove no beRring on these particular problems such as 
• 

measuring velocities for the specific purpose of developing theories as 

to v e locity distribution, etc ., which are intt..resting and probably some 

day should be developed for the common good of hydraulic engineers , On 

the other hand, there are certain basic phenomena about which we fec..l vJe 

should know. That is one point where our Instrumentation Branch enter s 

the picture. For example, the river is quj_te muddy, and we c.:m only make 

soundings to determine depths and observe spot velocities which by 

implic[~tion tell us a little bit about what is going on adjacent to tho 

revetment at the thalweg, but they do not tell us the whole story of 

what is happening. I think that for any r-:.:11 analysis of the proble:n, 

such information should be ccquir8d, if possible. I believe that it 

would be worth while in connection with our revetment work to know :i.f 

pressure differentiC'.ls c~re developed between the upper end lower faces 

of the concrete r evetment which might be sufficient to cause the r evet-

ment to flap, or to vibrate 0nd br0~k its wires. 

Thus far progress on this prograPl of developing instruments has been 

a little slow, but I think we are making progr ess . Last fall, we had a 
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conference in my office to discuss what else could be done in 

connection with the revetment :invest igA-tion 2nd w0 d.~cided that we 

ought to get some instruments in thE: river be fore the hi gh- we_t c; r season. 

As a result , we managed to put som~ of t he devices in the concrete mat 

at Reid Bedford Bend and they are ther e now. Certain of the instrument s 

that we think would be worth while B.r e those t he.t can measure th.;; 

pressure differ ential on the upper And lo1.o~cr surfaces of a concret e block 

at any place in the revetment; others would be those that cc:n measure the 

pressure differ ential b et\veGn poi~ts in the upper surface of "L he concrete 

revetment at two point s , say 20 feet 1.pert . Although we are not too 

interested in the variation of v elocity from top to botto:n of the river 

and in the middle of the rive r for this specific problem, we are c ertain

ly intere st ed in the magnitude and directions of the velocitiBs ad j a c ent 

to the r evetment . Fundamental knowledge of these forces would be very 

helpful. We would now like to show you some of the instruments that 

have been deve loped thus f ar 1nd ·.fhich we plc:n to use , in order to give 

you som€ idea of the work involved in thi s dev---lopment . I will now turn 

this mc.eting over to Mr . Vioodman , Chief of our Instrumentation Brc:nch, 

who will proceed to confound you with el e ctronics . 

Mr . Woodmru1 : 

You have heard the r equirements which have been pl8.ced on us in 

regard to instruments and I don ' t think I need to go into that again. 

Instruments are required for mea. suring diff .. rential pressure b etvreen the 
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top and bottom surfaces of a block , between the top surfaces of tvro 

bl ocks some distance apart and between the surface of the soil and points 

below the surface , for measuring the movement of the mat over an exposed 

hole , and for measur ing velocit i es and current directions adjacent to the 

mat . We have m~de some pr ogress on the pressure instruments , which I 

will cover . Regarding velocity, we hRven ' t done much. We have done a 

lot of thinking in that di r ection, including t he study of various methods , 

but we haven ' t come up with anything . \Jith r ego.rd to the d evice for 

measuring the movement of the mat \,·e have an installation down at Reid 

Bedford Bend which we hope vr.ill give some information; if it doc sn 1 t , we 

will try again -- we can handle th~t p~rt of it. This pilot installation 

is our first attempt e.t trying out what we have developed . I have pictures 

on the board , which you can r e f er to l a.t cr, \IJ e have P. number of differential 

cel ls installed at the Reid Bedford Bend r evetment f or mec:suring pressures 

between the top [lnd bot tom of the mat , two cell s for measuring difft:r ential 

pre ssures betweLm two distc:nt ;.oints on top of the mat , e.nd sev0ral cells 

down in the soil at depths from 6 inches t o 36 inches below the surfe.ce 

of the mat for me2suring diffcrenti~l pressures with respect to th~ surface . 

Also , we have a displacement gauge , as shown in the middle right - hrnd 

photograph , for measuring the movement of the mat . 

The pressure cells had to b e d eveloped from scratch and we v·Jerv 

pushed to in st all them; you can see in the middle l eft - hand photogr:ph, 



Mr, Woodman (Cont'd): 

the water wa s right up on us at the time they wer e instB.lled, I want to 

trace the development of t hat pre ssure cell a litt l e bit, ~nd ho1v it 

functions. To do this I want to go back first to the Experi111ent St;,tion 

pressure cell, which I am certa in you all have hee rd about end some of you 

may be familiar with. This little gauge, which is smaller theu a postage 

stamp, utilizes the principle that if you strain a piece of wire you change 

its r~sistance . w·e have developed units using these guages which cP..n 

• 

measure either hydro st atic or earth pre ssures. The strain ga.uge is bonded 

to a piece of steel with ordinary cement or glue end if we then bend this 

piece of steel, we stretch the little wire in the strain gauge , This 

piece of steel is bent in our pressure cell by applied pre ssure since it 

acts as a diaphragm. I have on the floor a 12-inch earth pr es sur e cell, 

and a three-inch earth pressure cell and her e I have a small-dic?Jneter 

hydrostatic pre ssur e cell and a deflection gauge which utilizes the same 

gauge with the st8el acting .:J.s a cantilever, I'm going to step on this 

earth pressur~ cell, which has a capacity of 100 pou~ds per squar e inch; 

notice thc?.t the met er shows some deflection even f r om a light step on the 

cell. I will now move over to thi s 3-inch eRrth pressure cell which also 

has a capacity of 100 pounds per squar e inch, but on thi s one I he..ve 

increased the r esponsiveness ; notice that the met er gives a l arge deflection 

when only e. slight pressure is applied. I have her e a bottle vfhich weighs 

a pound and, as I place it on the cell, you can sec what a change it makes 
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on the met er . I can weigh a pound here even though the capacity of the 

cell is 100 pounds per square inch . 

You mi ght say, why isn ' t that cell eood enough: It isn't good enough 

because we have to balance out the str..tic hePd of the river, say perhaps , 

100 feet of wat c;r when we get dowu to tho bottom, or maybe more . We 

want to measure differentials of c.. f Gw inches of water. In spite of the 

rangea.bility I have indicated here , it is not sufficient . vJe have means 

of me.king this diF~phrcgm much thinner to m:tkE: it more r esponsi.ve , end of 

applying pressure to both sides of the cell to balance out the static 

pressur e and thereby measure only the differential. We have made cells 

along this line, but , they don't work . The design of these diaphragms, 

in which the thickness is a function of the rangeability, is based on 

Timoshenko's theory of shells and plates . However , when we cut a 

diaphragm down a s thin as necessary to measure the few inches of water 

differential required, the theory fails us and we no longer have a 

diaphragm action but a membrane action. A membrane action involves no 

bending which means that the SR-4 strain gauge doesn ' t function. 

For thi s reason, it became apparent that the Experiment Station cell 

was not the proper device for measurir1g these differential pressures . It 

is necessary then that we employ an entirely new principle. The unit 

which we have selected is this little differential transformer made by 

the Shaevitz Company. It is simply a glorified solenoid consisting of a 
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coil of wire wound on an iron body, only we have three windings instead 

of one, and a core which moves in the solenoid. In making use of this 

differential transformer, we have added bellows . We have these two 

bellows connected so that a movement in either direction will move the 

core in the solenoid . These bellows are of such calibration, or approxi-

mate calibration, that 0.001 of an inch movement of the bellows corresponds 

to a pressure of one- tenth pound per square inch. I can move this 

differential transformer core here 0 .001 of an inch --that would be one 

turn around the dial -- and you can see that the degree of movement, 
\ • .. 

representing a pressure of· one-tenth pound per square inch, or even 

less, is readily detected on the oscilloscope . Now the thing which I 

lack here is direction; the pattern looks the same no matter in which 

direction it is moved . By moving to this posi~rion (adjusting oscillo-

scope), we can demonstrate that this device can be made phase sensitive . 

Now you will notice that the deflections go in one direction (moving 

core up) and then in the other direction (moving core dovm); they are 

reversed with the movement. \\fhat is required then is an amplifier 

which will respond to this phase shift; in other words, an amplifier 

incorporating phase discrimination. 

The first condition which I showed you was a means of telling the 

differential pressure, without indicating the direction; that is, which 

side is high or which side is low, By utilizing phase discrimination it 
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is possibl e to tell not only the differential pressure , but the direction 

as well . I have here such an amplifi er connected to a differential cell 

on the floor . This cell on the floor contains the previously- described 

differential transformer and bellol-Ts, and has been completed by the 

addition of protective end caps surrounding the bellows . These end caps 

contain perfor ated plates and screens to keep trash out and admit water 

pressure to the bellows . The cells installed in the river were assembled 

in this manner with the exception that the bottom end cap was fitted with 

a small copper tube; air was bled through this tube , which was then sealed 

off. I have two water- column manometers of about 15 inches of water on 

this differential cell on the floor connected to a meter and balanced by _ 

means of an auxili ary differential transformer to an initial balance at 

zero differential pressure . Notice that the meter moves up the scale 

when one of the water columns is lowered about one inch and that it returns 
I 

to its initial reading \Jhen the uater column is restored to its initial 

level . Now notice that the meter moves dOl'Jn scale when lowering the other 

water column about an inch and that it again returns to its initial reading 

when the water column is restored to its initial level , Now I will lower 

the first \"-later column an inch or so , as I did before; notice that the 

meter moves up scale. Now I will lower the second water column also about 

an inch; notice that the meter returns to its original position, since the 

differential pressure has been restored to the initial condit i on 
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(zero differential), although under a different static head. Thus we 

see that we have a means of measuring slight differential pressures 

under appreciable static head, and of indicating their directions. 

If I step on this tubing connecting one side of the differential 

pressure cell to the manometer, the meter will oscillate rapidly and 

erratically. T~e meter readings have no particular significance, as the 

period of response of the meter is too slow to reflect the true dynamic 

force now being applied. It is apparent,however,that the cell is quite 

sensitive and very responsive to the rapid differential pressures pro-

duced by this manipulation. This means that, in our installation down 

on the river, we must have not only phase discrL~nating amplifiers such 

as we have connected here, but also a suitable recording device. For 

that, we use our Westinghouse oscillograph, which is an inertialess 

recorder capable of faithfully recording all pressure fluctuations no 

matter how rapidly they may occur. 

I have on the board sonle preliminary pressure records taken down on 

the river, which you might wish to examine later. Our apparatus on the 

river has not yet been completely adjusted, and the values indicated 

on these charts are only preliminary measurements and must not be taken 

as conclusive evidence of the condition existing in the river. Our 

indicated measurement which we have on the chart shows an apparent 

differential pressure of 0.02 to 0.03 pounds per square inch; this 
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measurement is on cell No. 9, which is the cell highest up the bank in the 

group of cells installed. On the other chart , we have a calibration 

record of our circuit connected to cell No . 9; each iLcremental movement 

on the chart corresponds to 0 .0001- inch movement of the bello~JS , which, 

based on the bellows manufacturer ' s figure that 0 .001- inch movement of 

the bellows results from an applied pressure of 0 . 1 pound per square inch , 

means that each incremental movement on the calibration chart represents 

a pressure of 0 .01 pound per square inch . Inspection of the pressure 

record for cell No . 9 shows excursions as large as two or three of the 

incremental calibrction steps; this is the basis for the statement that 

differential pressur~ of 0.02 to 0 .03 pounds per square inch is observed 

on cell No. 9. It should be r ecalled that ~1r . Franco previously stated 

that computatio1 1s indicate a differential pressure of about 0 .15 pounds 

per square inch i s sufficient to lift an articulated concrete r evetment 

block in water. 

The period of pressure fluctuation indicated on this r ecord is about 

one- f i fth of a second for each major excursion . Each of the closely- spaced 

back-&~d-forth movements on the r ecord occurs in one- sixtieth of a second, 

since we are using 60-cycle electricity; or , 60 of these wigr;les repre-

sents one second of time. You can note that each major pressure excursion 
• 

contains about 12 of the 60- cyclc wiggles, which indicates a period of 

12/60 or l/5 of a second for the pressure occurrences . \-Jhile I am here 

at the board let me call your attention to the r emaining material posted; 
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we have photographs of the installc: tion in the river , a construction 

drawing .for the differential cell , end assembly photogr c:.phs of the cell 

par ts. The different.iBl cell connectC'd to the mr•nomctcr which I have 

just demonstrated is const r ucted just as indicat~d in these photorraphs 

and the drawing , The remaining photograph shows our disple1.cement ge.ee 

as assembled and mounted i n the r i ver for men.suring up- P.nd- down movement 

of a piece of concrete mat spannint; a hole . I do not have a demonstration 

model of this d Jvice, but it si;nply consists of a pot:.cntionct-2r - - a. 

"volume· control" such as you h<: ve on yo r r~dio , only of a special t yp e -

connect ed to 1. rack- and- gear arrant-: em~.mt by .ncens of e. suita.ble stuffing 

box. One end of the rack is fn.stened to the pav .... u1ent ~.-rhich r.ta~r move 

up P.nd dovm, and th.;~ rotating ~.1ember is f::tstencd to a firm support --

in this instance, 0 2- inch pipe driven Sf-'v,.:ral f .:et into the bank . lf 

the ma.t movl~S up and dovn , it simply mov~:s the r a ck throu~h the gE-3.r 

and rotaLcs t h<; "volume control . 11 ~~o hA.vc no indication of movement from 

this device thus far , but if the :a9,t movus there should b G no difficulty 

in determininG i n which <.lir\.""'ct ·ion , hovr f [H' , and nov: ra.pi dly such rnovtJmcnt 

occurs . 

with r ·::spcct to current velocity and dir ection , es I hav2 said, v.e 

he.v~ no thin~ y et . Vve are working on the velocity phe.se , and have some 

ideas, but ar~.., not yet. r eady to make an in :_.tc=tllo.t ion in the r iv·}r . On the 

other hand , dir<Jction can b~ r e,..,dily trf1 nsfc. rr~.:d from the river bottom to 

our indicator. The problem h"re is obt :.inj np: n suitHbl ;, r ef Jrvnc..; point ; 
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if we put a vane and transmitter in the river, how do \ve knmv which l-:ay 

it is pointing at the st':.rt . Ther e are also problems of water- proofing, 

stuffing-box friction , end other such considerations . vJe are working 

on these problems also and hav~ t"~ or three ideas which may lead to 

success . We intend, of course , to dcturminc direction in three d~ncnsions ; 

that is, not only horizontal directions but also vGrtical . I have here an 

ordinary selsyn unit for demonstrr ting how simple it is to bring indica-

t i on of mo~ment from the river bottom to the surface . Her e we have the 

transmitting unit which would be connected to the vane on the bottonL of 

the river , and over on the othC;r side of the room w~ have the receiving 

unit with a po.inte r to represent the surface indic ··.tor . \II1en I movt: this 

unit through 90 degrees , you can see that the surface indicator also 

moves through 90 degrees. Notice that when this one is point0d straight 

up , that tht..: other unit also points straight up , and so on . There is no 

problem in transfL-rring movement from one point t.o another , and the other 

problems are not consider ed insurmountable . We should soon have the 

directional apparatus pLrfec~ d, ~d the velocity measuring apparatus vall 

follovr. I bt,licve this concludes my demonstre..tion . 

Col. King : 

If any of you are interested in looking over any of these gadg~ts 

cl oser, 1 1 m sure ~rr. Woodman will be glad to stay arow1d and explain them 

to you . 

Thus far we of the Experiment Station have don~ all of the tclking; 
• • 
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Col . King (Cont ' d) : 

le..ter vm hope that you will do some talking. Tho presentation has been 

somewhat hasty but we have tried to cover all of the points to give you 

a complete picture of how we visue~ize the problem, what we are doing 

about it, and what we are planning to do in the future . I would like to 

point out again that if our perspective or approach is ~Tong, or c~n be 

improved in any way, we would like to he!:l.r about it, since that is one 

purpose of this ~eeting . Mr . Franco mentioned previously that there nre 

many opinions e.bout work on the Hississippi River . Possibly, there are 

as many opinions about r evetment as there c:re engineers building revetment . 

We, of course , are guided by our superiors in the study ~1d arc going to 

do what they tell us to do . On the other hand, vTe don't \vant to limit the 

thinking on this subject to the certain people who are in a position to 

express their opinion more freely and to control our investigation . \'Je 

would like to get an opinion from evcryona who has an opinion, whether it 

is in favor of ~nat we are doing or whether it is not . We beli~ve ~hat 

we are on the right track and I don't menn to give any impression that we 

are in MY wP...y undecided about what we arc.. dojng, However, we would like 

the r~inforcement of cny favorable opinions and also to make any chang\..!S 

that ma:r be indicat~d by any advice that you folks cP.n give us . 

\'Ve are finishing a little e1rly. I would like everybody to be back 

here at 1:30 so we can show you ~- f cvr things tL 'tt. we h·-4 ve here at the 

Station which you might like to see . Also , those of you who are here from 

other Districts or from Vicksburg Pnd haveu ' t h<!Ll A-!1 opportunity to look 
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Col. King (Cont'd): 

at the Station r ecently, we would like wery much for you to go around and 

see some of the work that is being done. For your information and as 

a matter of interest , we probably have at this time a heavier work load, 

I think, than at any time in the past history of the Station. It appears 

that there is no dam or other major proj ect being prosecuted now in the 

United States th~t we're not called in on in one way or another. The 

Concrete Division is doing aggregate and concret~ studies for practically 

every District, the Hydraulics Division has models of aL~ost every dam 

that's being built, and I think you 1 re all f amiliar with the work of the 

Soils Division which is, for the greater part, limited to work in the 

Lower Mississippi Valley Division. So, if you have the time ?nd the 

opport~~ity, you might take Qdvantage of it by looking around -- if any 

of you who do will speak to Mr . Tiffany or myself, we will be glad to 

arrange for somebody to take you around. I prefer not to open the 

discussion at this time, but if anybody has a suggestion as to the program 

for the remainder of the day or anything that should be brought up at 

this time, I would like to hear it. If not we will adjourn until this 

afternoon, 

Col. King: 

As far ~s the Experiment Station is concerned, our end of th~ 

demonstration was completed this morning. I don't want to call on any 

individual for any particular thing, but we would like to hear free 
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Col . King (Cont 'd) : 

expr essions of opinions from those of you who have them. Is there 

anybody who would like to s~art off a discussion on any particular point 

of the discussion? 

Mr . Sauer : 

I would like to ask a question in connection with some of the under

water studies . Has any consideration been given to photography from a 

diving bell with the possiole use of the infra red treatment? I don ' t 

lmow whether it would work in that silt carrying Nat er or not . 

Col . King : 

It has been thought of , but I don ' t think it has been r,one into very 

seriously because the wa ter is so dirty . Can anybody add anything to 

that? 

~~r . Franco : 

We are looking into the idea as a means of surveying models and 

also of determining the ~ovement underneath the water . 

Nr. Carey: 

I would like to say somcthL~g her e. I am inclined to think that 

we may be able to work out a diving bell that can be used to examine 

all of our r evetments with much gr eater ease and safety than they can 

now, e):po sed to the swift currents. I thoufht that I would work up some 

kind of plans and submit them throue;h channels when I get back home . 

Anyway, I would like to talk about it a littl e here . It seems to me that 

it would be fairly simpl e to design a diving bell for that particular 
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~~ . Carey (Cont'd): 

purpose which v1ould not tend to slide down some J f these Eteep slopes; 

it could ~e made with a rrangements where~y the people in Lhis bell co~ld 

be up in a higher part of the bell at the time that it is lov1ered to 

the river bed and ther1 they could climb dovm a ladder onto the river bed 

to examine it . 

It seems to me that such an arrangement should definitely be vJorkcd 

out, for it is tbe only way we can definitely find out the exac t 

condition of the revetment in deep water . Of course as it is now, the 

cables flopping aroun~ and the combination of deep water and s~ift current 

make it very risky to send someone aown to find out about the mC<t . fhe 

only way it ha~ been done ll1 the uast is to out down '"eights -- very . -

heavy weights -- ·with a cable stretched bet\• een them, and the examiner 

holds on to the cable ln one hand and crawls along the bed feeling 

around with the other hand. Uf course, he is so very much concerned about 

his own safety that he really can ' t do too much in the way of actually 

surveying the condition of the mat; he can get some information but 

not as complete a re.)o rt as we would like to get . 

Col . l\ing: 

You plan to submit something of a r eport on that, Nr . Carey? J.n 

itself t.ha.c is going to be rather complex because, as you knovJ, you 

can ' t see mvre than a few i nches below the surface of the water in the 

Mississippi hiver . Those of you who have ~een tests on the movement of 

bed material in a flume, where the velocities are not nearly as gre1.t as 

those vlhich e:1.ist on the bo'Ltom of the river, C[.n irna.gine the amount of 
• 
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Col . King ( Cont' d) : · 

material that is in movement on the bottom of the river . The velocities 

in the flume are only a few f~et per second but there is a definite 

layer of sand moving, and , if you get on the bottom of the Ivlississippl 

where the velocity is great, I should think there would be a thick layer 

of material on the bottom that i s in continuous movement . You could get 

a man on the bottom in a bell and he would be able to feel his way about , 

but be fore you could come up with something on this idea you would still 

have to overcome the problem of seeing . 

Mr . Carey: 

That is right, Colonel . I had two other things I wailted to mention 

here. This last year in the New Orleans District , we did some experimental 

work 1n trying to get the toe of the r evetment down to approYimately the 

depth that we expected the river would scour , if the revetment held . ~Je 

did this at Hardscrabble Bend. vvhen we did this job, we were a little 

scared of what we might be doing, so we didn't dig this notch, as you 

might call it, close enough to the bank to get the full effect that we 

were after. Some of our people wera concerned that this expedition in 

the river might in it self acceler ate the caving of the bank; actually 

we found that it had no such effect . And while the thing was not a com

plete success , it still holds a lot of promise as a method for general 

adoption. The idea is simply to excavate th~ bed to a lower depth than 

exists at the time construction is undertaken so that it "'rould not be 
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Mr . Carey (Cont'd): 

undermined by the scour which always takes place near the toe . When a 

revetment is put in place and it holds, we have found that the river 

always scours a deep hole at its toe. I was thinking that the idea 

might very well be tried here in the model. 

Col . King: 

Yes, that is definitely in the program for investigation in the 

revetment flume . The idea is to determine the effects of dredging the 

thalweg to the depth you expect to get after the mat is in place. 

Mr. Carey: 

The other thing that I have to suggest is this: it seems to me that 

one thing that could be determined by this work is Hhether or not the 

revetment needs to have tensilestrength; whether it has to have some 

steel in it for reinforcement , or something else to hold it together 

other than stickiness. It seems to me that within the field of these 

experiments it could be deterrnined . 

Mr . Franco: 

There are some pictures on the wall which show the failure of 

asphalt revetment in the model due to lack of tensilestrength. 

Mr. Tiffany: 

In connection with the pictures from the model which Hr . Franco 

mentioned, the asphalt did fail for lack of tensi~strength, but this was 

probably :the result of scouring near the toe which removed the support 
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Mr . Tiffany (Cont'd): 

from the revetment . Now if the problem of tensile strength were isolated -

I'm just gues~ing now -- the inporta~ce of tensims~rength as such would 

probably be less than that of preventing scour beneath the r evetment . 

~tr . Carey : 

I thought of the same thing . Of course , it is just a matter of 

opinion , but we won ' t ever get the mat down to such a perfect position 

that it won ' t ever be subjected to scour Rt the outer edge or on the 

upstream and downstream edges. (Jf course, the idea of cutting the notch 

at the toe is to prevent that scour , but I don 't think that w0 should 

assume that it will b0 100 per cent successful . 

Mr . Tiffany : 

Isn ' t there a program underway at H~rdscrabbl~ Bend to determine 

the changes which occurred as a result of the dredge cut made before 

r evett ing? 

Hr. Carey: 

As a mc:tter of fact, it. is completed . \;Je CcL'1 tell you what was the 

effect of digging out that notch. We want ~d to s0e how much of it 

would remain open and how much of it would be filled in by sa.'1d moving 

toward it . 

Ivlr , Tiffany: 

Do you have that information, Franco? 

Mr . Franco: 

No . \tle have some of the surveys, and cross sections, but I understood 
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Mr. Franco (Cont'd): 

that we were to get a r eport sometime soon . 

ll1r. Carey: 

Here is a man, Mr. Carbonell, \mo can r eport on that right quick . 

Mr. Carbonell: 

I don't know what happened to it, I'll have to check on i t at the 

office. 

Mr. Tiffany: 

we have f ound in the case of the Reid-Bedford investigation, of 

which some of the information i s posted on the board, that very soon 

after the construction of the revetment there was a scour of from 30 

to 50 ft or more near t he toe of the r evetment even in places where 

no "failures" occurr ed . That scour took place over the peri od between about 

a year ago last November and a year ago now. Then last summer with the 

low stage ther e was a fill over the area of maxinrum scour; this fill 

practically compensated for the scour that had taken place earlier. 

However, that was just temporary. As a matter of fact, last fall it 

began to scour again. he don ' t know -- rather I don ' t know -- whether 

the revetments went down with that scour and then the sand came in and 

filled over the top of the r6vetment , or whether that scour was accompanied 

by a fai lure of the r evetment along th.s toe . 

Mr. Carey: 

Regarding this question of scour along the toe of a r evetment , we 

have lots of information over a long period of years to indicate very fully 
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Mr. Carey (Cont 'd) : 

that any revetment which holds will have considerable scour at the toe . 

There is no question about- it, but there are people \·ho don ' t seem to 

accept that as a fact; but I say that there is ... mough tnformPtion in 

existence to prove it definitely. Of course , we know that those holes 

which are scoured in the bends will tend to fill up under certali1 

conditions of the river, and that they \\rill scour out again under other 

conditions. The only condit i on that we are interested in is not the 

condition when they fill up but the condition when they scour out . 

Col. King : 

How about you Norman . Do you have any destructive or constructive 

criticism? 

Mr. Moore : 

VJell I think it has been a very fin e presentation, and , to be 

frank , I don ' t know much about the problem; I'm just trying to find out 

something about it . I think very little has been said about costs --

if I might jump to that subject md mention the funds that have been 

allotted to the Station. Should we try to improve the study to the point 

that we can find out what we n eed to know 2nd forget about the mon~y 

at this time , or what? 

Col. King : 

vJhen we were talking about this meeting we discussed wh(jth(..r to 

open up the subject of money in an at t cmpL to u1dic~te to the Districts 

the amount of money that they would need for their part of the pr ogrcun 
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Col . King (Cont. 1d): 

and how much we would ne~d . Of the $350 , 000 which has be~n allotted to 

us this year, a porti on of it i s going for field and model investigations 

and the r emainder into the construction of flumes. At this t ime, we 

do not have an estimate of the funds r 8quir ed for the work next year . 

Mr , Moor e : 

Nr . Haas, could you tell us how much he.s bevn set up to be 

expended for revetment this year, cmd what part is th8 ·~350,0UO of the 

total which will go into r evetment program? 

Mr. Haas: 

The r evetment program for th~ fiscal year 1949 is ~23 ,0vu ,ouo , 

provided Congr0ss doesn ' t cut ~lO ,UvO ,OuJ off . If Congress cuts 

$10 , 000 ,000 off, of course , our funds will be r educed by about $2,000,0uO, 

and it figures out to be about 1.5 per cent . 

Col • . King : 

We, of course , ar e going to heve to make a cost estimate very 

shortly, but we aren ' t prepared to present an estimate at this meBting. 

Nr. Sauer : 

Colonel, in connect ion with the question of money, which is beside 

the point as far as this conference is concerned , but which is very 

pertinent to the Districts at this time , it w~s mentioned this morning 

that the Districts would be r equired to obtain certain field data in 

connection wi th these studies. We should have some information as to 

what will be needed in o rder t hRt we might set up our program because 
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Mr . Sauer (Cont 1 d) : 

the money will be coming to us shortly. To date I don't know of 

anything that has been set up for our District v.ork, and I would like 

to know what it s going to cost . 

Col . King: 

That is true , and one of the things that '''e have b.;en discus sing 

is the subject of these surveys . During the past, I don ' t know how 

long, eight to nine months, we have kept one of the District survey parties 

quite busy. In connection with our study of the Concordia- Scrubgrass 

r each as in the Reid-Bedford r each, continual surveys are going to be 

r equired. We wanted to ask an opinion as to whether you people think we 

should get a survey party of our own established for this work r.qther than 

call on the Districts for any surveys . 

Mr. Sauer: 

So far DS the District is concerned, we would be glad to continue 

the surveys, but that is the r eason I brought up this question . Is 

the Experiment Station going to provide for those surveys in their 

budget? If so , it will not be necessary for the District to take it into 

consid0ration. 

Hr . Nichaels : 

vve have nad no call for surveys until this Concordia- Scrubgrass Reach 

came up . We had no warnlng, and we have no money prograrruned for it; our 

survey money lS depl eted. We hav6 repe~t~dly b3en told that the Districts 
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~tr . ~dchaels (Cont'd) : 

should not spend money they don't have . We either have to figure on 

spending under your estimates, or r eport that \vb ar e unable to do the 

work . If we have ad v?nce information of your work schedul\3, we can 

set aside the money. I thLLk as fnr as the survey work itself is con-

cerned, it can be handled more effectively under the District so that 

the survey parties can be shifted back and forth th11.n to h~ve a completely 

separate unit set up . 

Mr . Care:,y : 

I think it is a better arrangement to have tht organization under 

the Nississippi River Commission working as a joint operation. 

~1r . Williams : 

I think it is an excellent id ~ .. a to call on the Districts and try 

to get them int er est ed and keep them intGresteu . I think it would be 

a good idea if the Districts would keep in touch with the Station at all 

times so that they would knov.r just whn.t is going on and give their .:1dvice 

on the work as it progresses . I think the.t the Districts should hr:tve 

somebody visit here occasion~ll~r to take information back, and to think 

it over and give whatever advice they think necessary. 

l·tr . Moore : 

Of oours~.- , your monthly progress r eports don't give much dctnil, 

but you can get an idea from them of the ·work that is going on . 



Col . King : 

\Jell , taking thes0 things in order, I hear no advocate thus far 

for our own surv€y party, although I know there are one or two who 

wer e in favor of our own party. 

Mr. Moor 8: 

What i s your advantage: I don r t quite know how it would help . 

Col . King : 

Well, the advantage would be in having a survey party at a 

particular spot after a pcrticulRr happening in the river. 

Mr. Turn bull: 

I might as well say that I was the one who advocated it just for 

that very r eason. Usually the critical time in the Dist rict ' s work 

woul~ be a critical time in our study. If the study wer e allowed the 

priority and provisions were made for th0 expenditures of fund s , etc , 

the study would not be endangered by the failur~ t o obtain information 

at the proper time . I f we don' t get it at the proper time it may nullify 

the study as a whole to a considcr8ble degr ee . 

Mr. Carey : 

But isn ' t that just a matter of organization? 

Mr. Turnbull: 

Woll, I think that is right . If it is understood by all concerned , 

I think it can be properly accomplished . 

. . . 
• • • 
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Nr. Sauer: 

I think what you would like to add is that y0u need the full 

cooperation of the Districts. 

Col. King: 

I'm perfectly willing to forget the subjvct of our survey party. 

To carry the point further as far as finances is concerned, I believe 

that we should assume the r esponsibility of determining what surveys 

will be r equired and how much they are going to cost, and include it 

in our program for the study. It will then be up to the Corrunission to 

decide whether to allocate the money to the Districts for that specific 

purpose or to allocate it to us and we pay the Districts. But you can 

assume that we will take care of this matter . 

Hr . Fort son: 

Is there anything we can do to take car e of the interim situation 

in which the Concordi a- Scrubgrass surveys are needed rather badly? I 

am wondering if the Commission could hel p us in someway, ) if the Memphis 

District doesn't have the money. 

Mr. Williams: 

I' 11 talk to Mr . Bush about it. Mr . ~iichaels said that it would 

cost about ~6 ,000 , or something like thPt , to get the survey, ?nd Bush 

said hE- thought he could get that money out of the existing program. 

~tr. Michaels, you had better tell him ~bout the difficulties of g~tting 

this survey right now. 
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Mr. Nichael s: 

This is the wrong time of the year, Mr. Franco; water has been 

in the sloughs and over the low areas. That place, by definiti)n 

having no man- made works, is quite a f ew miles from any place, and has 

no roads or ruts. That is rather an exce ssive charge for that much 

survey work . I just mentioned that to Hr . Moore when I was talking with 

him the other day -- that that kind of survey shouldn ' t cost that much 

when made under normal circumstances . It is so far in the country that 

very little control exists in the area, and what does exist is partially 

under water. It 1 s going to cost some money. I know that the Experiment 

Station will be very disappointed in the amount of data we have. It is 

almost microscopic . We ' ll get what is available down here next week , 

but it is going to take a tremendous amount of survey and field ex

ploration with practically no data available on soil conditions. I say 

practically none OBCause there is a scant possibility that the Vick sburg 

District might have some levee borings li1 connection with a new levee 

there, but we have made absolutely no invest igations there, or any place 

near by. 

Col . King : 

Those are probably the characteristics which caused it to be selected. 

tvir . Michaels : 

That is what caused it to be selected, but at the same time it does 

mean that all this initial work i s going to be slow and will cost more 
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Mr. ~lichaels (Cont ' d) : 

than it would in places where we have roads and control . I just mentioned 

that casually to ~rr . Williams in talking to him because we are over 

expended in al l of our survey allotments and we can't do a thing until we 

get funds f rom the Commission. In addition to information as to the extra 

funds required for the work that Hr . Sauer mentioned , we need to know 

t he approximate ·AOrkload which the Districts will be called upon in 

connect i on with soil explorations and other research work . Is this work 

going to be requested when everybody is snowed under with other work , 

or will it be spread out over a period of six months? In other words 

the r esearch program is going to be a big job requiring the reading of 

hundreds of files . It was pointed out by Hr . Franco that you would 

rather have the little forgotten memoranda rather than the bread- and

butter published reports . It will take a lot of time to go through these 

files. 

Mr . Tiffany: 

The Soils investigation of Concordia- Scrubgrass -- wasn't it planned 

to be done by our own forces? 

Mr . Turnbull : 

Yes . 

Mr . Johnson : 

Depending upon which is more convenient to do , I think we could 

certainly arrange to work that out ,.~hen the time came up. 
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Col . King : 

We will assume the responsibility and I think it is oroper ' . . 
In making up our estimates for this work, f.1r . FraJlco or I:~r . Fen\ ... 'ick will 

have to draw up a list of the surveys and special researches required, 

with the estimated cost , and include it in our progrrun for the next 

fiscal year . As far as what is needed for this year, I think He will 

have to make an estimate of how much money it is goir.g to cost and see 

if the money can be obtained . Mr . Williams has indicated that it will 

probably b e forthcoming if it is not too much . 

:tvir . Williams: 

Yes, the only thing I talked to Mr . Bush about was the money for 

the survey. I think there was some question as to whether it should 

be done now or during low water. Wasn ' t that right Nr . franco? 

Mr ~ Franco: 

I said that if it is impossible to get the surveys within the next 

few weeks it ~night be better to wait until the next low- water season, 

since we are now well along into the high-water season . What we ar e 

trying to do is to isolate -r,he changes in river conditions broucht about 

by the low- water season and the high- water s ea.son. \1e want to determine 

just whnt changes are taking place under certe1.in conditions in order that 

we may ad just the model to reproduce those conditions; for instance, 

if we had only one survey a year, the model '\Arould be harder to adjust 

because we wouldn "t knov.r whether the 1ction of the high stages or those 

low stages were incorrect in the "'lodel . Since our model will r eproduce 
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Mr. Franco (Cont ' d) : 

only a short reach of the river , flow conditions will i'lave to be adju~ted 

on the basis of prototype data, and we should have surveys before and 

after the two low- and t \•To high-water seasons . \·~e are also going to need 

current ui rections and possi bly velocity me~surements . So for tnis 

reason I mentioned that if we can ' t ~et the survey some tL~e soon , there 

will be such a small ;Jart of the high- water season remaining that there 

won ' t be much point in getting it until the beginning of the low- water 

season. 

Mr. Michael s : 

·well, the lvlemphis District is ready to get the survey r i ght now, 

but when you Sf>eak of high- Hater stages do you mean bankfull or sone-

thing just short of bankfull sta&e as we have at present? 

Mr . Franco : 

Well , I mean start at any time durinc the present l1i gh- wo.ter season 

and then make another survey at the b eginninf of the low- water seEJson . 

Mr. Michaels : 

You are talki ng about the high-water season r ather than a particular 

stage? 

:tvlr . Franco : 

That ' s right . 

Ivlr . Mi chaels : 

I f you want overbank stage , that means we should get down there as 

early as possible and Let in some of the control points that are going 

' . to be bel ow the high- water St,ages . 
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l"tr . Franco : 

That will probably be a little too much to ask, since some of these 

stages don ' t last very long . But if we could get the effects of the high

water and the effects of the lo\v-water stages it will be sufficient . 

Nr. Hichaels : 

Once we get this money situation cleared up I don ' t know of any

thing off hand that would prevent us from getting down there in a week 

or so . As f ar as the other data are concerned, He have to do a little 

reproduction work on some photos ~nd I thL~k that ' s about all . 

Col . King : 

Well, we intend to set down exactly what He want 1t.rith regard to 

surveys, including an estimate of wh~t it will cost, and endeavor to 

get the money a.llocated . I think that in all of these surveys we should 

try to be very explicit , and knovl what we went before we ask anybody for 

it. 

Nr . Moore : 

Will you make the estimate of the cost of the surveys or will the 

Districts? 

Col . King : 

I think it will have to be worked out between Franco and lviichnols . 

We will hcv~ to determine just where we w~nt th0 surveys , end since 

we d(lO' t know the cost of a survey party for one de.y or the lGngth of time 

it takes to make the survey~ it appears thHt it vill be up to us to 
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Col . King (Cont 1 d) : 

take the initiative but with the cooperation of the people in the 

District Office. As a matter of informing the Districts and keeping 

up their interest in this work, it is our plan for people from here to 

visit the District Offices periodically and talk to you folks about the 

work . I don ' t see why this couldn't be inaugurated and maintained under 

a continuing basis . As far as I'm concerned 1 would like to see it set up 

so that possibly once a month certain ones frolll our group here who ar e 

working on the se problems could visit Hemphis, Vicksburg, and New Orleans; 

if you could give them an hour or half a day of your time, we would like 

them to tell you what has been accomplished in the last month and bring you 

up to date on any problems we may have . It would give them an opportunity 

to talk with some of you folks and some of your assistants. It would be a 

means of keeping you informed and if you a.gree we \-.rill do it that way. 

!VIr . Carey : 

I think that's all right, and it seems to me that it should also be 

the other way - - some of our people should come up here and look around 

and see what is going on. 

Col . King: 

Yes, that 1 s fine . 

Nr . Latimer: 

If the Laboratory and t 'le people that are acquainted vlith the river 

get together it might be possible to get f.mrveys only when there are changes 

and a lot of those surveys would n~t be noeded . 
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Mr . Carey : 

It doesn't make much differeuce who make s the trips . The talk 

should be over the r.Ddel or it should be on the river at some particular 

revetment , but not in a conferenc e . 

Nr . Tiffany : 

Why not have each one of the Districts assign a liaison engint..'!er who 

would visit the Experiment 0tation about once a month"? The Vicksburg 

District has done this and the arrangement is ve ry effective- . I 1 d like 

to say in connection with Hr . Latimer ' s point that our own desire in 
• 

con1lection with the frequency of these survuys has been to reduce them to 

a minimum. But we wanted to be sure that just because there hasn ' t been 

a change in the bank or revetment from one week to another, we would not 

decrease our survey frequency to such point that if something did happen 

we wouldn 1 t ha.vG a survey immediately before it occurred . We started too 

late last yee.r to know j ust what happened to bring about the two failures 

shown by those models; we only know the "u.fter" conditions . So we hope 

you won 1 t insist that v-.e relax to such an extent that we might miss any-

thing that might occur this year. 

iVir • Latimer : -
yuhat I had in mind is that surveys wer8 continued down there when 

every survey showed the.t it \~Jas filling and there was no change in the 

r iver . We spent something like '+1'100 ,u00 making surveys of Reid BE"·dford , 

an awful lot of surveys for a short pJacc in th~ river. 
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Mr . Ti ffany : 

The point here is that we are not interested in Reid Bedf ord solely 

for Reid- Bedford ' s sake but in obtaining basic information that would be 

appli cable to any reach of the river . 

Mr. Latimer : 

I understand all that , but the surveys would be solel y about Reid 

Bedford . And if we ' re trying to study the river as a whole we should 

get something that would be applicable to var ious and sundry si tuations . 

Of course , we are spending money under this ~200 ,000 ,000 program, and we 

are spending 1. 5 per cent of what we get available thi~ year including 

t~1e new work and maintenance . In about 4 or 5 y~3ars from now we will 

have spent 50 per cent of the authorization . we need information as 

quickly as we can get it if it is to do us any good on this program because 

we are worki ng on it all the time. I hope myself the study doesn ' t 

continue for the whole 10 year period ; expending 2, 3, 4, or 5 per cent 

every year toward experimentation and surveys in connection with the study 

amounts up . 

Hr . Haas : 

There ' s one thing I would like to say in connection with the sPJne 

thing : under President Tr uman ' s plan our authorization runs out in the 

Fiscal Year 1955 or in about 7 years . Aft er we get the third ple.nt in 

operation we ' ll advance the proe.ram a.t a rate of about 32 to 46 miles of 
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Mr. Haas (Cont'd): 

r evetment each year . So there has to be 8n end to this thing some day, 

if we are going to get any good out of it. We have to get something 

pretty quickly in order for it to be of benefit to the remainder of the 

program. There are 264 miles r emaining to be construct ed, and at the 

rate of 36 to 42 miles per year that 1 s about seven years, which mef!ns that 

we will have to complete the study within the next few years if we 're to 

get any benefit out of it . 

Mr . Sauer: 

This may be a discordant note in this conference but I would like to 

bring out that , as w~s mentioned this morning, these studies must be con

fined to the particular problem as we see lt now, which is desirable . For 

some 100 to 150 years we have been stumbling along with r evetments, 8nd 

we don't have the answer yet . So far as I r~ personally concerned, I would 

like to see the Experiment Station allowed to try out anything at all they 

have in mind because I believe th~t their chances of stumbling on something 

are eJ.most as good as they are of otherwise arriving at an answer to some 

of these problems . Insofar es this money is concerned, it is a lot of 

money; but when we t8ke into consider ation the fact that we have wasted 

millions of dollars on r evetment s throueh jgnorance, what we e.r o spending 

on experimentation is only a very, very small pert of the results wo might 

r ealize in the future . This t en-year program I don ' t believe is going to 

be the answer to the revetment problem on the Mississippi River. 
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Col. King: 

That, of courBe, is the answer as far as we a r e concerned also . 

How much mone;>r is spent on revetment, or whether after we revet 264 miles 

of river ten years from no'\v we have another 264 miles to r evet, is not 

particulcrly our problem. $350,000 is about l/3 mile of revetmBnt , if I'm 

not mistaken. I will admit that on this thing we cannot guarantee r 0sults, 

If we go along for three years and spend $350,000 e. year we will have used 

up the equivalent of one mile of r evetment. On the other hand, we may 

find something. If we do find something thet will save only one mile of 

revetment in the Mississippi River , we will hRve saved an amount of money 

equival ent to the cost of the rese~rch pro l!ram. It's true that we may not 

find i~ in which case we will hPve wested c million dollars; but, r s a 

gambling man, I think I would take my chences th.,.,t v.Je v-1ill find something 

and that it will pay off. Now getting to thr.- discussion which brought this 

up, these survvys er L- expensive ; but hov; many surveys shall we take? Shall 

we take a survey {'very two weeks, ov shell -we t :.1k0 a survey every two 

months? At Reid Bedford the failure do\mstreum from the r evetment occurred 

overnight. In e case like that if we take a survey today end we take a 

survey a month from now and tht- failure occurs two weeks from no·w, v!G 

won't know a thing about it. The de.t e. from the surveys have b8en plotted 

as shown on the maps indicat ed on the board, and , based upon a study of 

these maps, we ce.n determine whether the daily surveys or v.reckly surveys 

are worthwhile . At the moment I can't say. One thing cbout this study that 
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Col. King (Cont'd): 

makes it so vague and complicat ed is the accumulation of such data and 

putting it in such f~rm that it means something . It can't be a short-

term program as far as I can see, and it's going to be slow. As soon as 

the people concerned r ealize this, the easier it's going to be for every-

body. It would be nice to be able to speed it up to the point where 

within two weeks we could develop a model mat erial which would exactly 

represE:nt our banks in the river. We con' t complet.e the entire study until 

we do get materials that will adequately r epresent the materials in the 

river. If we don't get this within fivv years , the meander study is going 

to stop right ther e until we do get it. We can economize on the study and 

on the surveys, but if we neglect them too much we 'll probably go right on 

for the next 560 years putting in r evetment s , and there' 11 continue to be 

failures. These are the sort of opinions wo like to get , however --

whether they ar e obj oct ions to the study or ar c in support of it. 

~~. Haas: -
If I rna~{ say so , I don't think we ar e particularly concerned about the 

money for it. Ther e seems to be an awfully strong opinion that all 

r evetments ar c doomed to failure . I think we have a most complet e set of 

figur us on initial and maint enance cost s , and to dat e maintenance has been 

l ess than 4 per cent of the construction cost. This means that our r evet-

ment will l ast 25 years, theoretically. Of course , some of them don't 

last one year while others may last several years . So we have some good 
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Mr. Haas (Cont'd): 

r evetments, and I think that our biggest trouble is that we have danger 

places where the bank is rotten. When you hav~ a rotten bank and it con

tinues to slide out, there's nothing in the world to keep the r evetment 

from going out. We have no scruple s ~gainst spending the money if we can 

get something out of it. I don't think it's a. question of whether we get 

the surveys once a week or once every two months. However, I will say 

this: I beli eVcl we'll have better luck getting surveys once a week or 

something like that on a new r evetment r ether than on the one like Reid 

Bedford which is more or less settled. 

Col. King: 

Can you indicat e to us which one of your now r evetment s is goi~g to 

fail? 

Hr. Haas: 

No, we don 1 t know of c?ny place wher e it will fail, but we hCJd two 

of them l ast ye8r , Reirl Bedford and Island No. 14. I think the Island 14 

failures wer e about the same as those at Reid Bedford . So it's just a 

guess as to whether it 1 s going to bo worse than Reid Bedford or not. I was 

just saying that usually aft er a thjng is sGttled you may not be able to get 

much out of it b£cause it may not f ail. At Walnut Bend there has been ~ 

failure once a year, but I don't think we got one last year. 
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Mr. Fortson : 

I think a very valuable point to bring out right here is the value 

of cooperation and cooruination b etween the Experiment Station and the 

river organizations. Since this invvst igat ion can well last 3€Vl-r[~l 

years, we should arrange our work to H certain ext ent to assist the 

District and Cornnission people . If wl.; are in constant contact with them, 

and know what they are thinking Rbout, we em give priority to those 

matters which would help to meet the imm0dia.t e problems. I say help, be

cause somu of the things you might want to know immediately will r equire 

some time, and we must d evelop a t echnique to take ca re of them. I \-JOuld 

just like to emphasi~.e thc..t the more we can get t ogether end talk things 

over, t ha more helpful it will be . 

Col . King : 

Ny f eeling is that the comparative v~.lue of the money spent on this 

inve stigation as compared to the total amount being spent on stabilization 

in th0 riv~r i s a very important consider ction. It seems to me that it ' s 

a pretty small amount for the possible r t.-sult s th:· t might be e.chievvd ~ 

I think it ' s a very good point that Hr . Latime r made that- we should 

d efinit e l y nake a study of all the information availnble from t he surveys 

in order to make sure tha t we don ' t ~sk for any more surveys thm1 w~ need -

and t ha.t v.·e plan to do . 

Mr . Tiffany: 

We might sco.y in that connection thPt Hr. F' r ctnco is in the process of 

preparing an int erim r eport on all of the survey s made down a.t Reid Bedford 
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Mr. Tiffany (Cont ' d); 

up to th~ first of the year . It will include all of the comparative maps 

such as those post~d on the wall; th~ se maps will provide a picture of the 

changes that occurred at Rei d Bedford . In fact in all investigations such 

as this our procedure is to provide the Commissi )n and the Districts 

periodically with int erim r eports on the various stages of the investigction. 

Mr. Latimer: 

I 1 ve been r a t her anxious to sc.e good coordination st art ed bet~reen the 

people in the three Dist ricts that work on the river and the Commission 

office and the Experiment Station . I r ealize that the people that work 

on the riv\Jr arv not model people tlnd I also know that those who work on 

the model ar e not riv.:. r people . I thi:tk that ther e is th e; possibility of 

a better understanding of what the Experi.ment Station is trying to nccomplish 

through thorough coordinetion, e.nd I think the Districts have an obligation 

to see that t he i.xperimanl:, Station doesn 1 t get off on a highly theoretical 

solut1.on of t he problem which CDn not be used on the river. The rivt-r has 

a discharge of t wo million second ft and ther G are certa in llinitations as 

to wh~t you can do with it. I think this i s somethi ng that has nev~r been 

undertaken before . I agree with you t hat it ' s going to co st a great deal 

of money , but wc, hope t o get something concerning the alignment of t he 

river, curvature of the bends, and the effect s of the various velocities . 

Mr. Tiffany: 

That hasn't been mentioned so f ar t oday, but it definit ely is part 

of our program, p~rticularly on the so- called meander model . I t hinh that 
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Mr. Tiffany (Cont'd): 

we should study and learn all we can about thE.- n?tur::U rhythm of the 

river and the effect of one bend on another. It is a. fundamental 

problem of the stGbilization program to determine where you should hold 

an exist ing alignment and where you should encourage the river to scour 

it·s banks until it r 0aches the proper alignment . Investigation of this 

problem is definitely a part of our program, but I think it's a little 

later ph::l.Se bt:cause we must first develop techniques for that type of study. 

Col . King: 

To get back to the li~ison t>nd the t ~king advantag0 of the kno\-TledgES 

and experience of you folks, we v.ill .~ssume Cl cert2.in responsibility in 

thc.t connection and you can expe ct to hcer from us periodic<?lly. I hope 

that maybe in a month or so Nr . Franco or :hr . Fortson or somebody will 8ive 

you a ring and ask you when it will be convenient for them to visit your 

office to talk about the subject , or posGibly they will give you a ring 

and ask you if you would lLl<:e to come down to the Experiment Station and 

go ov0r some of the results and see what v;e ure doing . 

We will try to do this periodically . As far as we ar e cortcerneJ. we 

meet once about every two weeks -- that is, all of the people at the St~tion 

who are conct;rned with the stud;:r . \Je have a meeting and go over our pro-

blems ;.1nll see what we can do to assist the per)1Jle who are actually doing 

the W':n·k, And , I think that, it would be well to have general conferences 

of representatives from dis vricts to meet at the Experiment Station 

periodically. 
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Col. King, (Cortt'd): 
' 

As far as some of the quick results are concerned, we all h~re are 

anxious to get results from this study• The sooner we can actually 

demonstrate the practical use of the models here, the sooner most of you 

are going to be convinced of their value. 

For the benefit of Hr. Senour who has just come in, I might mention 

one or two things we did this morning . v~e went over the whole progr~"ll, 

as we visualize it, we looked at the small revetment flume and the 

erodibility flumes; we observed some asphalt poured by means of a tr€mie, 

and during the past hour or so we have thrown the meeting open for 

discussion by everybody. rhus far we have talked about , among other 

things, the possibility of developing some means of gettu1g a man down 

to the bottom of the river where he can actually see what is going on 

and con-oborat.e some of the theories . There has been mentioned the principle 

of dredging the thalweg of the river prior to the placing of revetment. 

There has bePn some talk about the necessity of getting strentrth in the 

revetment, that is, its ability to bridge a gap or to conform to the slope 

of the bank. Some of the p8ople from the Commission have brought up the 

subject of money required for the investigation and it was pointed out that 

the present fiscal year allotment was $350 ,OuO to the Lxperiment btation 

which has been primarily taken up with field data preliminary investigations, 

and the design and construction of flumes. Tha Districts have expressed 

a great interest in pro~ramming the money needed for their part of the work, 
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Col . King (Cont ' d) : 

and in getting an idea of what we are going to expect them to do . We 

have assumed the responsibility of preparing the estL~ates of the cost 

of the work we expect them to do, so that the money can be either allocated 

to the Station to pay the Districts or however the Commission wants to do 

it . 

There has been no real criticism at this point except possibly that we 

may have made too many surveys . We sh~uld certainly make sure that in the 

future we don ' t make any more surveys than we actually need for the study. 

we have brought out that the investigati~n has been slow, but it is 

recognized by us that it ~~11 be a relatively long- term project compared 

to other model studies. We have just talked before you (Mr . Senour) came 

in of getting results as soon as possible and I made the statement that 

we are as eager as anyoody to get the results in a huTry, but the obtaining 

of conclusive r esults at an early date may not be possible . It is an 

e>'premely complex problem, and at this point n0ne of us can say when we 

will have r esults or what the r esults will be., 

Mr, Senour : --
vJe l1ave collected a tremendous amount of data on Reid Bed ford, does 

it look like we are getting anywhere? 

Col. LL,?, : ---· ---
\'l;c nc-.ve gotten quit e a mass of datn at this point. 

l"Ir . Senour : 

Can v.Je draw any conclusions? 
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Hr. Franco: 

We haven't had a major failure since we started the surveys. Actually, 

I don't think we can tell much about what takes place before a failure 

occurs if we don't get a failure. During the last high-water season when 

tne failures occurred, we had some surveys, but we couldn't tell whether 

the scour at the toe was more at time of failure than at any other time. 

If we had more scour at that time than at any other time or where a 

failure did not occur, it would give us somo indication as to the cause 

of that failure. This will have to be determined by a process of 

comparison, aided by reasoning and deduction, from which we can draw 

some sort of conclusions. We have not as yet made a complete analysis of 

the data at Reid Bedford. If the failure occurs after there is considerable 

scour at the toe of the r evetment we can compare the scour along the 

remainder of the revetment where no failures occurred . If the scour along 

the toe where the failure occurred was no grepter th::m at several pl&ces 

where failure did not occur we can reasonably assume that scour is not 

the only contributing factor. If the scour is greater at the point of 

failure, th0n we will have to study slopes and study the stability of the 

bank from the soils standpoint, In this connection we should also study 

flow conditions which brought about the scour or failure. These have to 

be determined by a process of reasoning; if nothing happens, there is no 

way for us to come up with any conclusions except to pool the information 

with other information pertaining to r evetment. At present we ha.ve no way 
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~~ . Franco (Cont'd): 

of knowing if a revetment is destroyed before a failure occurs, or What 

the condition of the revetment is at tiH.e of failure.. If we study two 

revetments, and one fails and the other doesn't, we can list the condi-

tions that were different including condition of the soil and flow 

conditions. From this information we can eliminate any conditions which 

could not have r easonably contributed to the failure , and what we have 

left are the conditions which could have contributed to that failure. If 

everything i s the same , or if the conditions w:.ere the failure occurred 

were less severe, then we can reasonably assume that something happened 

to the revetment at the point of failure . The more dat& we get the nearer 

we will be able to tie down the likely causes of failure. 

Hr . Senour : 

Does the failure in the revetment ittclude the one we r epaired with 

~74 ,00u worth of asphalt? 

Nr . Franco : 

That was a relatively minor failure )n COiilparison with the other 

fa.ilures. What happened there was apparently caused by an E:ddy resulting 

fr.)m the strong current attack near the upper end of the r evetment . The 

holr w::~ E· under the mat , and we observed the failure above the \·.rar-er long 

before the underi:rater portion could be detected from the survey:. 

1\•lr c ~...., (Jll""' . l"l • uc. . . - • 
~·---·· - _,.._ - -

Haven 1 t we had some measurable failures in the r evetment? 
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~Ir . Fr anco: 

Oh yes .-- t wo or three before we started the invest i gations, and , 

although some surveys were made there , none were made just at the tirne of 

failure. 

Nr . Senour : 

Then we hav~n 1 t really made any real progress toward coming down to 

what cau ses the failure? 

Hr . Franco : 

\, e haven 1 t really made a complete analysis . Since another failure 

has not occurred, the only thing we can get out of this now is just what 

has been hap,Jening without a failure . 

Mr . Senour : 

Have you got any idea as to what makes it fail? 

Mr. Franco : 

'We have ideas hut we want to f e t data to back them up . Of course, 

I don ' t know what we ' ll get out of this . Right no~ it is tied up in a 

stud~r of the soJ.ls and flow condition s . 

~J.r . Senour : 

Ar en 1 t you \.rt'iting a r eport of the thing? 

Ivlr . Franco : 

Yes, we are in the process of analyzing the data to determine what 

happened between each field survey and will submit a report on that . 

Col . King : 

The Reid· BeJ.ford investigation , of course, is incomplete in a way 
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Col. King ( Cont 1 d): 

because our surveys were started too late. We took the surveys after the 

fact. The idea in making these surveys was in the event other failures 

occurred . The data we have acquired gives us more or less a basis of 

how to proceed from here . We discussed this morning the possible ways 

that a failure might have occurred . There has been brought up recently 

the subject of whether we should now select a new revetment or another 

revetment which hasn't failed . Of course, we don 1 t know what revetments 

are going to fail. In the surveys that have been accomplished in the past 

8 or 9 months there is a tremendous amount of data . we can v.JOrk up 

successive maps by plotting information to give a runnil1g picture of the 

way the bed has changed adjacent to the revetment at heid Bedford . Thus 

far there haven 1 t b8en any failures whereby \Are can make any connection 

bet1-veen those changes in the configuration of the bed and the failures at 

Reid Bedford. As it stands at the moment, and until all of it has been 

analyz8d, I can't say that we have definite conclusions. 

~1r. Sen our : 

Have you been able to find clues as to ''!here the frequenc;y of surveys 

can be reduced? 

r~~ !.\ l-1 ~.r. = 

1N .J. t.hat is a good point , and one that we have just talked about . 

It j_,: '' ... r·be.ble that the Reid Bedford results will indicate to us how they 

should be made in the future and we arc certainly going to attempt to r educe 

the surveys where possible. 
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lltr . Carbonell : -
Are the surveys confined to the r evetment only? 

Col . King : 

Oh, no . They have cover ed a con sider able l ength of the riv~r and 

have gone sufficiently far across, of course, to extend beyond the thalweg. 

Mr . Tiffany: 

Once a week ther e has been a very close survey of the r evetment itself, 

ext endi ng out just past the deepest wat er; and once a month ther e has been 

a survey o f the r each from the Vicksburg bridge to the head of Diamond 

Point cut- off . 

lvir . Senour : 

what about instrumentation? Have you done anything wit h them? 

Col . Kine : 

We have put in those instruments which measure the differ ential p1~e ssure 

between the top and bottom of a block. They wer e put in just before the 

river came up, and since they wer e put in we have been hooking up our 

power supply and recording appar atuses. We ar e making test s , and h~ve 

taken only one r eading thus f ar . Calculations lildicat e that a differ ential 

pressur€ of G. l5 pound per squar e inch is r equired to lift articul ated 

concret e r evetment; those preliminar y r eadi ngs made last \oJeek indi cate 

that we did get measur ements of the differ ence of 0 .03 lb per sq inch . 

That is about 1/5 of what i s r equired to lift concret e r evetment . Now we 

haven't complet ed the installation of the r ecording device and other parts 
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Col. King (Cont'd): 

to our satisfaction as yet . vlhether that r -3 cord is a true indication of 

whether the gadget is working properly or not , we are not yet in a. 

position to say. The other device, which i s hookt d up to show the amount 

of movement and fluctuation of the r 0v8tment , doe s not r egi st er yet -

which can mean one of two things : that it is not working or that there 

i s no movement. That 1 s so mot hing we don 1 t know yet . 

Hr . Senour: 

Have you been able to det ermine from the echo sounder wheth€r th er e 

i s a hole unde r the mat? 

Col . King : 

The inve stigation of the; fathomet er i s finished and that r eport is 

due out pr etty soon . We made several other t Jst s with the use of the.; 

fathornet er and the leadline. The r e sult s indicat e that the; fathomet cr 

is not too accurat e and I thir1k that the conclusion is that you probably 

can not t ell whether a hole is under a ma t by its use . 

Nr. Senour: 

Did you dV8r consider or did you ev~r enlarge a section of the 

r ecord which would indicat e all of the minor irregularit i e s . 

Col . r\.ing : 

You mean the comparison between the f athomet er and the l eadlinc? 

:tvlr . Senour: 

No , I mean the r ecord . It ha s occurred to me that part of th<.! 
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Mr. Senour (Cont ' d): 

r ecorded graph could be enlareed which would show all of the minor 

irregularitie s . 

Col . King : 

You mean under the r evetment? 

Mr . Senour : 

No , I mean tho differ ence between sand and concrete . 

Mr . Franco : 

Yes sir, we have tried it with a microscope and with a magnifying 

glass and we can ' t t ell any differ enc e ; one ti.ne it is one way and 

another time it i s the other. The r ecord can be changed by changing the 

sensitivity of the instrument . Most of the irregulariti ·a s ar e du .... to the 

spread of the cone , which in deep wat er covers a. consider&ble ar eCJ . 

Reflections ar e r ece ived from many point s within the cone whether from 

front, back or side . When you're trying to det .-~rmine something like thCJ.t 

from a fathomet ar you 're just gues sing . 

Mr. Tiffany: 

With r ega rd to t hi s fa.t ho!Ilct c r investigat ion , we r egret t hat we 

must conclude that from t he f athomcter r ecord we a r e not cble to det ect 

whether ther e is e. hole und;;r a r evctmC>nt. Furthermore , \..:e can't 

d et ermine from a f athomet er r ecord whethur ther e has been a r ev ..::tmcnt 

on the r i vl:r bed, whether it is still ther e , or whethe r it i s gone . The se 

conclusions a r e ba sed both upon the sp0cia l f athomet er investigat lons in 
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~tr. Tiffany (Cont'd): 

Lak8 Ferguson and on the routine surveys at Reid 3edford . As far as 

accuracy of depth measurement is concerned, we had very close comparative 

surveys made with the fathomet er and with a very heavy leadline , and 

found that differences in depths measured by the two methods r anged up 

to 4 or 5 f eet . 

Surprisingly enough, most of the data indicated that the sounding 

from the l eadline t ended to be shallower . It is usually Assumed that the 

difference is in the other direction, especially if there is a soft mud 

layer on the bottom through which the l eadline mi ght penetrate . We 

believe those surveys c?r e of grt...e. t value , Mr . Senour, even though we 

don't yet have information from which we could say whe.t definit ely caus0d 

the failures. Of course , there hasn't been a major failure since we 

started the surveys. It's unfortunat e that we didn't get in there a little 

earlier, but of course , the major failur ,;s wer e what brought forth the 

whole invest i gatlon .. But our ft ;eljng is thclt the smart thing to do is 

to continue to make these surveys with at l c·st a minimum frequency so 

that when or if something do ~::s happen we will have the data to find out 

why, and not be in the srune boat as we were last year . We do have 

consid8rable valu~ble information from the Reid Bedford surveys, however . 

We did get some fairly close "before '' and " nft,~r" surveys of the failure 

which took plc:tce just below the revetted section wher;.;; a tremendous section 

of bank went out ovE.- r night. \Je belicvu tho se data El.re of considcrabl~ 
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Mr . Ti ffany (Cont ' d) : 

significance, particularly to our Soils investigations which seek to 

explain those: failures from stabili ty computations . Their computations 

on bank stability would indicate that the scour alone couldn 1 t produce 

sufficient instability to cause that bank to fail as rapidly as it did . 

Therefore, they have found that the only remaining theory is that of a 

possibl e flotv slide , which Mr. Turnbull has explained . Another point of 

conjecture is whether the slide occurr~d whe r e it did because of there 

being at that point a less d ense deposit of sand, or whether violent 

turbulence such as eddies might hc:!V(. provided the "trigge r action 11 to set 

the slide in motion. 

Mr. Senour : 

Do you hRve pretty good data on Hardscr,qbble, so that if 1He have a 

failure there we can tell what he.ppenod? 

Mr . Carbonel l: 

We might not ce>tch it right at thl, moment it happens, th~ surveys 

were made about once a month . 

Mr . Carey: 

WhC;n you ment:..on2d that 4 per cent for m.ointena11ce do you include 

all r~vetments in the river? 

Mr. Haas : 

No, wha.t I was specking of, the initi?.l cost of a.ll r evetments and 

the maintenance and it figures l ess thPn 4 per cent . 
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Ivlr . Senour: 

It ' s about 5 per cent isn ' t it? 

Mr . Haas : 

Well , yes, it ' s above 4 per cent , between 4 and 5 per cent . 

Mr . Carey: 

What have you done about those jobs which have been eliminated from 

acti ve use , by the channel moving downstream, and ar e under 40 or 50 feet 

of sand? 

Mr. Haas: 

Oh , we call those operative because if the river ever comes in and 

takes the bar away \·.rhy1 it will still have to be maintained. 

Hr, Senour : 

I think that if the Nemphis District he.s a r evE:tment that is likely 

to fail , or anywhere in the Division for that ma.tter , it should be kept 

under observation , and if it does fail notify the Experiment Station and 

get out a report 

Col . King : 

• + on lv e 

There ' s no particular reason why the Reid Badford rev~tment that ' s 

i n won ' t fail still further . 

Mr . hillc:r : 
• 

We don ' t have the money to keep our r ~vetments under surveillance . 

Mr . Senour: 

Of course , I don ' t mean to make surveys on the same scale as at 

Reid Bedford . 
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Mr . Carey: 

I ' d say that if we kept up the survey as at Hardscrabble once a 

month the annual cost would be something like $6,000 . 

Col . King : 

One point at issue is how often the surveys should be taken . It 

occurs to me that from the information taken at Reid Bedford we should be 

in a position to answer that question . At the moment I can 1 t say whether 

we would have surveys every day, every week, every month , or when. I 

don ' t know whether something can happen over night or in two days or two 

weeks that would influence the failure of a revetment . 

lvlr. Michaels : 

I would like to go into a part of that . The before- and after

construction surveys should be made closer together , and then if the 

revetment settles down without rnuch change make a survey once a month. 

I heartily agree with Mr . Carbonell and Hr . Carey on that . I'm not in a 

position to say exactly what the Experiment Station needs because I haven 1 t 

studied their problems from their view point . But v!e do know that when 

this violent change takes place, it is usually a few months eft er construc-

tion . 

Mr . Senour : 

Do you think that people with river experience could help "~Arith this 

thing? 
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Col . King : 

I think that it would be very helpful. I have talked about the . 

l i aison we are going to set up. Everyone has agreed on close cooperation 

and the exchange of information between the Districts and the 2xperiment 

Station. We will assume the responsibility of our people visiting the 

Districts very often, say about once a month, and those people coming 

here about once a month . We would very much like to have a f ew people 

assigned to the Experiment Station . If you have any good P-2 ' s, or 

P- 3's we could use them. 

t-'Ir . Senour : 

Well , I wa.s thinking of someone who has had a good deal of experience; 

maybe they could be rotated say one District have a man here for two weeks 

and then one from some other District the next tv~o weeks . 

Col . King: 

There is a point I would like to make in the discussion . There is n. 

place in the study for those people and of course, we want them. There 

are certain things that are eoing on now in which they would not be as 

valuable as later. As an exampl e , at the moment our work is concerned with 

the development of materials for use in these models and in designing and 

const ructing flumes. Another is the analysis of surveys to determine any 

correl at ion between current velocities at various stages and tht: movement 

of the ma.t erials at Reid Bedford . As I said, we have not completed the 

analysis of that data. We are just now getting into the construct1on phases 
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Col. King (Cont'd): 

of both the meander flume and the r evetment flume . Preparation of some 

of our reports on these studies are underway. When we get into the 

program of actual work that will correspond with the practical \-Jork in 

the river, that will probably be the best time to bring the people here 

to work with us. Certainly with the other work we couldn ' t work them in 

on a 10-day period. 

Mr . Senour: 

No, you couldn ' t. They would have to be scheduled with the work . 

How often do you take surveys? 

Col . King : 

Well, recently there has been a question about the rnoney for the 

surveys . They have just been started again, and they are now making a 

weekly survey. 

Mr . Franco: 

• 

Yes, v1e just got started again. Actually, surveys will be made once 

every week or 10 days, depending upon the weather and other conditions. 

r--Ir . Fort son : 

v~e couldn't very well take c2.re of them at the present time . Just 

as soon as we have the models which are now under construction, to be 

completEJd in the late spring or early swnmer, it will be very timely a.nd 

valuabl e to have these people down here . 
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Mr . Senour: 

What about the instruments -- do you need any help on those? 

Mr. Fort son: 

Well, we have already committed ourselves to the installction for 

the present high wa.ter. So the time for such discussion is passed . 

Mr. Senour: 

Have you discussed this installation with anyone? 

Mr. Fort son: 

Yes, with the locHl people in your office and the District. When 

we begin to get readings, it is probable that we can use help in 

interpreting the results. 

Mr. Senour: 

Maybe we had better leave it to you u.s to when it is the best time to 

get people down here. 

~Ir. Fort son : -
Yes. Again I would like to point out that we at the Bxperiment Station 

r ealize the importance of cooperation, and heartily endorse the idea . 

You people who have the river know-how, ~d we here who have the laboratory 

know-how make up a powerful team. But as soon as one or the other gets 

into the other's field there is basis for difficulty or confusion. 

Col. King: 

In connection with Mr. Miller's r ecommendation, I am very much in 

favor of having a meeting such er this, sc.y once every f ew months anyway. 
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Col. King (Cont'd): 

I think that the meeting today has served its purpose, and I hope that the 

peopl e in the room know a lot more about what we are trying to do than 

they did . From the preliminary comments anyway I think that their f eel

ing about it is sympathetic . On the surveys , I'm a little disappointed 

or sorry that at this point we haven ' t reached any definite conclusion . 

I think our surveys have been very numerous , but hope they will provide 

usable data . 

As to these failures at Reid Bedford, there have been some theories 

as to how they occurred, and I think oossibly everybody here has an 

opinion as to how they might have occurred . What Vie are trying to do 

now is to accumulate enough data to see if we can put our finger 

directly on the cause. If anybody has an opinion .Jn it we would like to 

hear it . 

Nr. 1-'Iiller : 

Well, I would like to say this. Hy opinion is that there are a 

lot of factors which affect revetment which were not brought up i n this 

conference here at all -- such as lack of funds to build certain revet

ment or to provide su.:'L icient length of r evetment -- over which we have 

no control and the Experiment Station will have no control . 

Hr . Sauer : 

This experiment is just in its infancy and I don ' t believe that I 

am personally in a positlon to offer a suggestion as to whether it is on 

too narrow a scope or too broad a scope at the present time. I think 

that we had bett er first find out which way vie B.re headed . \tJe haven 't 
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Mr . Sauer (Cont'd): 

gotten the results as yet , bu~ they ' re searching . For instance they 

don't as yet have a bank material which they can r ely on . All I know 

is that the program was put up to the Districts several months ago ; I 

had nothing to offer at that time and I still have nothing to offer . 

Mr. Miller : 

I think that we have made a good step forwar d here in trying to 

reproduce certain reaches in the river . I f they can reproduce a reach 

of the river over a period of year·s , I think that it will very definitely 

tell us something. I think that the measuring of the differential 

pressures is another important thing. I was also impressed with the study 

of erodibility factors . 

!1r . Tiffany: 

In connection with the necessity for duplicating in the models banks 

of varying resistance to erosi on , only within tne last few years as the 

result of the e:-eological investigations conduct ed by Dr . Fisk has 

detailed information on prototype bank materials been available . The 

geological data should be supel emented by more detailed soils explorations 

in order to provide the models with sufficient information a s to ~he 

materials in the river banks . 

Mr . Senour : 

If any of you can think of any aspect of the field investigation 

worth considering which has not already been taken up, we would like to 

hear about them . 
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Nr . Carbonell : 

We're tr~ring to find something that will improve the revetment . 

Has any thought been given to such studies as trying to find out whAt 

happens when the openings in our revetment a.re closed . 

Mr . Franco : 

Yes, the1t is included in our plans, of which you have a copy. lNhat 

we are trying to do first is to determine how to study revetment and 

then to find out all we can about how revetment behaves , what affects its 

stability, and what its weaknesses r re . From this we intend, with the 

help of the riv~r people, to develop methods of improving th~ revetment . 

We plan to make these studies in the large revetment flume . After methods 

have been devised which we believe might improve the revetment, we plc:~n 

to test them under the same conditions as tnose for the standard 

revetment and comoare the results . 
~ 

!vir . 5enour: 

Do you also include the experiment in the meandering channels 

study and the dredging of the thalwc.g befor8 putting the revetment in? 

Mr . Franco: 

When we get this r evetment flume built we are going to test all 

types of revetment and construction methods . The meander flume is 

going to be used to investigate chcmges within c specific r rach to 

determine the need for improvements , when and where to revet , and so on . 

Of course , in the end the results of both of these studies will have to 

be utilizeQ. . 
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' ' ol. K · ~ J.ng: 

I would like to take about 5 minutes to get a little bit closer 

to cases as I see it . We have talked at considerable length about what 

we ought to do, and I would like to illustrate very briefly the one or 

two po ssibilities of this investigat ion " Let 1 s say that failures in 

these revetments could happen in three ways . vve have a bank here upon 

which we put a revetment, Then because of hieh velocity at thi s point 

or a vortex the material erodes rapidly at the toe of the r evetment, 

which in time would cause the mat erial to move down the bank in this 

direction. The condition that cauees such scour could remain there for 

a sufficient length of ti .e so that as scour continues material would 

fall from higher up the bank Pnd fill the hole. 

Mr. Senour : 

What wou~d cause failure? 

Col . King: 

Eventuall y , it would work down to the point where the bank would 

be in this unstable shape . Or possibly there i s a soft er odible material 

up to this point and a hard materi~l above, which might break l oose as 

the soft material is scoured from under it. ThC!t would possibly be one 

method of f ailure . Another would be that the m8terials in certain portions 

of the bank are soft and easily moved . Or for some reason a vortex or 

a high- velocity current might occur at thi s point, causi ng material to 

scour out through the mat openings ; then you have a mat suspended across a 

hole or forced down v.d.th materic-_l going out , eventuelly causing the mat to 

break . 
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Mr. Senour: 

Now those wires have a tensile strength sufficient to support the 

mat; but, of course , if the mat vibrates they might break. 

Col. King: 

Where possibly the overlap is lost, the current can get under the 

mat; then, of course, the current movi.ng about 13 feet per second can 

move it very quickly. Anyway, another thing is the principle that 

Nr. Turnbull mentioned which :is that something causes loose or less dense 

sand, to be suddenly consolidated. You probably all know whet a flow 

slide is, where the pressure between the sand grains is lost because the 

sand consolide.tes. The sand grcins instead of resting on each other , 

are suspended in water. The strength is lost nnd very suddenly the 

whole thing can flow out. Now the first case, \o\e will study in our 

revetment flume by causing this condition to occur in the model . In ~n 

experiment we cnn do what Mr. Carey suggests and· dred€:e the thalweo- a 

certain amount to the depth possibly that was obteined in a test with 

• revetment in place . By placing this condition in the model and operating 

under corresponding conditions we can get a good indication as to whether 

the idea is worthwhile. 

Another thing we can reproduce perhaps is a condition that would 

cause the material to flow out through the mat very rapidly, causing the 

' other type of failure. Then by setting the experiment up again with 

an impervious mat, or a mat impervious to movement of sand grains, vJe can 

tell what its effects are. If the mat stands up in that case it would 
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Col . King (Cont 1 d) : 

be a pretty good indication that our mat should be impervious to sand or 

·silt . Another thing the experiments possibly can show is the case where an 

erosion occurs at the toe and the currents get under the mat making it 

flap and allowing the material to escape at its outer edge; in this case, 

we will run an experiment to see if weighing down the outer ends of the 

mat would hold it down and allow it to conform to any changes. These 

things are all in the plans for our studies of revetment . Regardless 

of what we have learned about Reid Bedford or what caused those particular 

failures, I think that the~e experiments are going to be of some value . 

Carrying this a little further, in the case of a flow slide, we hav.e 

been carrying on correspondence for some time with various organizations 

as to their use of explosives to make the sand more dense. For the Frankl:i.n 

Falls Dam foundation, I believe, they used explosives to make their sand 

more dense which r esulted in a lowering of 3 feet or something like that 

with regard to elevation. Possibly if in our studies we find that these 

revetment failures occurred as Mr. Turnbull suggests, we can devise 

some means of consolidating the sand before the revetment is laid either 

by explosives or other means. Now, as I say, we don ' t know what causes 

the failures, but even if we never find the specific causes we still 

may be able to find out how to overcome the failures. 

Hr. Carey: 

I would like to say that we have had lots of experience of exHctly 
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Mr. Carey (Cont'd) : 

the same sort of failures in clay where there is no sand . In other 

words I think that failures act in the same way whether in clay or sand. 

Col. King : 

If you talk to the geologists that study the river, they would point 

to places where the clay plugs have held the river in its present place 

for years . v~cll, those are the things that contribute the most to our 

investigat ion . A case where r evetment has been put over a clay bank and 

has failed in the same way cert?.inly shows that maybe the theory doesn r t 

apply. If we can tie those two things down we will at leR..st arrive ~ t 

something . 

Mr . Carey: 

When you get way down the river the clay is very deep, with seldom 

any trace of sand. In the vicinity of Baton Rouge I would say ther e is 

little: sand and they have hed the same kind of f ailures . 

Col. King : 

Well, I would suspect that the same kind of ection can occur in 

clay but more slowly since clay will erode E-ventually. 

Mr. Senour: 

With clay though, you do stand ;;~ chance. 

Mr. Carey : 

We have some very steep slopes that have stood for years, but these 

slopes will cave . 
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Mr. ~!iller: 

In some cases whe1e the bank is bad m~terial it just flows out . 

Col. King : 

Is there r evetment at such places? 

Mr . Miller: 

Yes, we have had such r evetment failures aft er construction, and 

almost every year since that time in that section . Well , the mat erial 

apparently just moves out and carries the mc.t with it. 

:t-Ir . Sen our: 

Were you on any proj ects that r equired the study of a various 

number of f ailures to det ermine if the f :=d. lures had any common attributes? 

Col . King: 

Only at Reid Bedford . We have thes~ models; I expect you have seen 

them. 

Hr . Senour : 

I wa s speaking of r evetment f ailures all up and down the river. 

Col . King: 

Not t hat I know of. 

Hr. Senour: -
If we he.d a description of all of our f ailur es it might l ead to 

so met r J ing . 

Col. King: 

That ' s what I hoped we would get from these confer ences ~nd investi-

gations. 
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Mr . Mi chaels: 

Well, the part that I take issue with is the isolation of r evetment 

failures . The failures ar e too many, and they are not all from single 

causes . We cert ·:.~ inly don ' t know the ex~.ct number . There are too many 

cause s mixed up . Possibly the primary cause c:ts Mr . Carey says is the 

soil that carries them into the conditions that exi sts in New Orlc8ns 

and gradually chenging in Vicksburg ~nd changing still further up the 

• r1ver. 

Col. King : 

There can be many causes , of course . 

Mr . Michaels : 

They may even occur simultaneously. 

Col , King : 

There ar e two ba sic r ea sons for failures as f ar as I can see it. 

One can be attributed to the velocity of the wat er the other to l ack of 

strength in bank material . Any cause of f ailure that you can name must 

go back to one of those two things . 

Mr. Latimer: 

The bank material acts in s ever el different ways. 

Col . King : 

Absolut el y, it can be that the velocity going up the bank may get 

under the mat, or it may be that high velocities going dovm the bank 

caused greatly increased pr essures under the mat . It gets back to the 
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Col. King(cont 'd) : 

two things, finally, that it is either the lack of strength of the 

bank material or the r esult of velocity of the water . Where we go from 

there can be any one of a number of ceuses, such as effects of differential 

pressures r esulting from velocity. 

Mr. Car ey: 

However, we agr ee on this I think . You take a piece of river with 

about the same slope and you have one very sharp bend and you have a 

long easy bend and the sharp bend will cave a lot faster. Now, does that 

water flow swifter? 

Mr. Tiff~ny: 

I think that turbulenc~ is the answer to that . Even on the surface 

\-Te see t r emendous boils that have rtpparently originated at the bot tom 

and which bring gre~t masses of material to the surf~ce . Such turbulence 

is accompanied, I think, bJ significant di fferences in pressure bet1"'een 

nearby points, and by fluctuations in velocities ~d directions of flow, 

etc . 

Mr . Carbonell: 

One thing you might call it is the di ssipa.t ion of energy. 

Mr . Tiffany: 

I think thRt it's turbulence by whatever dirnensiJns you 8pply to 

turbulence : whether it's velocity, difference in velocities, chrungGs in 

velocities, fluctuation in pressures, vortex action, eddies, or \-Jhat not • 
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Mr. Tiffany (Co~t ' d): 

I think that most of us probably don't know nearly as much about 

turbulence as we must know before we get to the bottom of this thing. 

Col. King: 

Does anybody else h8ve a problem to discuss? Well, to surruncrize 

briefly the r esults of this discussion, ther e are certain matters that 

call for additional action. \\ie will, n.s soon as we can, work up the cost 

estimate for the next fiscal year, including the money required for the 

work we are going to ask the Districts to do . Once this estimate has been 

prepared and submitted, the matter will be in the hands of the Mississippi 

River Commission. As far as thesG meetings are concerned, I would like 

to work it out with you, :tftr . Sen our, 8.s to whether wa vJant to hold these 

meetings, how often, and so on. Then as for the matter of personnel 

from the Districts, when we reach the point wher e they can be of help to 

us and we get past some of this work that we ar e now doing, we will 

call on the Districts for the c? ssignment of some one from each District 

to work with us; also, we ' r e going to communicate with you who are from 

the District s , periodically, to talk the matter over and get the benefit 

of your advice . If no one has nnything further to say on the subj 0ct, 

the meeting will stand ad journed . I appr ecint0 your coming and your 

cooperation . 
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ASSOCIATED REPORTS 

Study of Materials in Suspension, Mississippi River 

Study of lVlaterials in Transport, Passes of the l\1ississippi River 

Geological Investigation of the Alluvial Valley of 
the Lower :Mississippi River 

A Laboratory Study of the l\1eandering of Alluvial Rivers 

Fine-Grained Alluvial Deposits and Their Effects 
on 1\'lississippi River Activity 

Report of Conference on Sand-asphalt Revetment, 12 August 1948 

Gcologit'.al Investigation of Mississippi River 
Activity, l\1emphis, Tenn., to Mouth of Arkansas River 

Bank Caving Investigations, l\tlorville Revetment, 
Mississippi River 

Investigation of Free Nigger Point Crevasse, 
1VIississippi River 

Investigation of 1\Iass Placement of Sand A~phalt for Under
water Protection of River Banks 

Feb 1939 

Sept 1939 

Dec 1944 

l\1ay 1945 

July 1947 

Aug 1948 

June 1949 

Sept 1950 

Dec 1950 

In Preparation 
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